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In this thesis, we theoretically investigated the generation of spin current and spin
polarization in spin-orbit coupling (SOC) systems.
First, we studied the spin transport in a time-dependent Rashba system, where the
Rashba coupling is modulated by an AC gate voltage. At high Rashba frequency,
we showed that the electron spin polarization can be rectified. As a consequence,
the Zitterbewegung of the electron wave packet in such a system can be made
persistent, which is highly useful for the experimental observation.
Secondly, we proposed a method to generate spin current by utilizing an AC gate
voltage to modulate the Rashba coupling in Rashba-Dresselhaus SOC system. In
disordered system with impurity scattering, the generated spin current is robust.
Moreover, in ballistic limit, such systems can be utilized as a source for spin
pumping. The pumped spin current is dependent of the modulation frequency and
it reaches a maximum value at the resonant frequency, i.e., when the modulation
frequency matches the Larmor precession frequency.
We also investigated the generation of the spin motive force (SMF) in the presence
of the time-dependent Rashba coupling. In frame-work of gauge field theory, we
showed that gauge field associated with the modulated Rashba SOC can generate
a much larger SMF than the conventional SMF, and the SMF is a function of
either the Rashba strength and/or Rashba modulation frequency. Moreover, the
SMF can be rectified by applying a square-wave gate voltage. This is highly useful
in generation of DC spin current. We also considered the feedback effect of the
spin current on the magnetization dynamics, i.e., the spin-transfer torque (STT).
The total STT can be made to be damping or anti-damping by changing the fre-
quencies, i.e., it would be damping if the modulation frequency is small comparing
to the magnetization frequency, and it becomes anti-damping otherwise.
In the next part of the thesis, we unified the description of spin Hall effects (SHE)
in a wide class of SOC systems in spintronics by using spin force picture, which
reproduced the spin Hall conductivity obtained previously via Kubo’s linear re-
sponse approach. We derived the linking between the longitudinal spin force,
ii
vertical spin polarization and the transverse spin Hall current. In this picture, the
picture of the SHE is similar to the classical charge Hall effect, which is described
by set of Lorentz force, vertical magnetic field and transverse charge Hall current.
More importantly, we can directly derived the spin Hall conductivity from the spin
force equation, and that is in agreement with previous results obtained via Kubo’s
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1.1 Background and motivation
Spintronics, or spin-based electronics, is the study of the role played by spin of
electron in addition to its charge [1]. With the rapid advancement of technology,
the field of spintronics have been vastly studied in order to replace the long stand of
electronics which is based on conventional metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) [2–4].
The goal of spintronics is to find effective ways to control the electronic properties
and to make practical device that can perform significantly more effective than the
charge-based electronics. More generally, spintronics is a study of spin-dependent
phenomena in condensed matter physics, such as in metal and semiconductor.
Especially, semiconductor spintronics have been considered as the technology of
the 21st century [5]. Many relevant research works have been carried out in order
to understand the nature of spin and its application in semiconductor spintronic
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devices. In the following, we will briefly overview important achievements in the
field of spintronics.
The era of spintronics emerged from discoveries in the 1980s including the spin-
polarized electron injection from a ferromagnetic metal to a normal metal by John-
son and Silsbee (1985) [6] and the discovery of giant magnetoresistance (GMR)
independently by Albert Fert et al. [7] and Peter Gru¨nberg et al. (1988) [8].
The origins of metal-based spintronics can be traced back even further to the
experiments of ferromagnet/superconductor tunneling pioneered by Meservey and
Tedrow [9], and initial experiments on magnetic tunnel junctions by Julliere in the
1970s [10]. Besides, the use of semiconductors for spintronics can be traced back
at least as far as the theoretical proposal of a spin field-effect-transistor (FET) by
Datta and Das in 1990 [11]. In addition, manipulation of the magnetization in
ferromagnetic material has attracted a great attention. Slonczewski and Berger
independently predicted a torque on the magnetization when passing an electric
current through the system [12, 13], which has been later verified experimentally
[14–16]. However, in our studies, we will just focus on the semiconductor spin-
tronics.
Playing a central role in semiconductor-based spintronics is the spin-orbit cou-
pling effect [17, 18], which can lead to a new generation of spintronic devices. In
metals and semiconductors, because of the Pauli principle, the equal filling of the
up- and down-spin subbands leads to the cancellation of magnetic momenta. The
dependence of electrical properties on spin properties is negligible, and the connec-
tion between electrical and magnetic properties is visible only in exceptional cases.
The only mechanism linking electrical and magnetic properties is the existence of
2
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a spin-orbit coupling, which leads to the spin splitting of the bands. Spin-orbit
coupling plays an important role in many phenomena, such as spin Hall effect,
Aharonov-Casher effect, that have been widely applied in many devices [11, 19–
24].
Semiconductor spintronics encompasses a number of challenging aspects: i)spin
current and spin polarization generation, ii)spin manipulation, and iii)spin detec-
tion. The first aspect is the first step to introduce non-equilibrium spin into a
conductor and to implement physical operations in spintronic device. There are
many methods that have been proposed for that purpose, however, it is still very
essential to investigate and find more efficient way to achieve the objective. The
second aspect is crucial to control electrons to realize the desired operation ef-
ficiently. This can be achieved by applying an external magnetic field to rotate
the spin. However, the presence of SOC allows us to control spin electronically.
Therefore, understanding the role and effects of the spin-orbit couplings is crucial.
The final aspect is necessary to measure the physical consequences of spin coher-
ent states in spintronic devices. The spin can be detected by means of optical or
electrical methods.
Although these issues have been intensively studied, further investigations are still
required to improve and optimize both understanding and technological applica-
tion aspects. For example, the discovery of intrinsic spin Hall effect (SHE) opens
a new trend of research in semiconductor spintronics. The SHE can be used as
a method to generate pure spin current. However, this spin current is unstable
under disorder effect. Therefore, study of the generation of robust spin current
is very essential and it is still on going. Moreover, the SHEs in various systems
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are not fully understood in a unified way, so it is significant to propose a unified
description of SHEs.
1.2 Objectives
• In this study, we propose a spin pumping model, in which a time-dependent
Rashba spin-orbit coupling is introduced to replace the key role of the precessing
magnetization. With this, the effect of damping is avoided and the pumping can
be controlled by an AC gate voltage.
• We also study the generation of spin current in context of spin motive force
(SMF). The SMF can be enhanced in presence of the spin-orbit coupling. In
addition, we will show that it can be better improved by introducing the oscillating
Rashba SOC.
• We also suggest the use of time-dependent Rashba SOC effect to generate to
generate persistent Zitterbewegung effects. The aim is to establish a long-lasting
effect that can help the experimental observation of these elusive phenomena.
• We gain a better insight into the spin Hall effect mechanism by studying the
physical significance of the gauge fields in the Rashba SOC system. In this study,
we will propose a longitudinal spin force picture to explain the SHE phenomenon.





The thesis is organized as following:
We begin in Chapter 2 with a review of relevant topics in spintronics. We will in-
troduce basic concepts of spin and spin current, and existing common methods for
generating and detecting spin current. The spin-orbit coupling is also discussed
including common types of SOC, and its effects on spin dynamics. Next, spin
Hall effect will be discussed in detailed including its mechanisms, spin Hall con-
ductivity and how impurity scattering effects on the the SHE. We then introduce
basic concepts of gauge field theory and its application in spintronics. Lastly, the
Zitterbewegung effect, one of the signature of relativistic quantum mechanics, is
also briefly reviewed.
In Chapter 3, we study the dynamics of spin in Rashba spin-orbit coupling system,
where the Rashba coupling is modulated by an AC gate voltage. We find that the
spin polarization can be rectified at high modulation frequency. Next, we show
that the associated Zitterbewegung of the electron wave packet in such system can
be made persistent, which is highly useful in enabling experimental observation of
the effect.
In Chapter 4 we study the generation of the spin current in time-dependent
Rashba-Dresselhaus SOC systems. In framework of non-Abelian gauge theory,
we first derive the connection between the spin force and the spin current and
show that the spin current in such system can be sustained even in the presence
of the excessive impurity scattering. Next, by using time-dependent perturbation
theory, we calculate the spin polarization and then spin current generated in the
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absence of bias voltage and impurity scattering. We also show the dependence of
the spin current on the ratio between the Rashba and Dresselhaus couplings.
In Chapter 5, the spin motive force is investigated in the presence of both magneti-
zation dynamics and Rashba modulation. We derive the effective electric field and
then the spin motive force after gauge transformation in a general case. Specif-
ically, we show that it is possible to enhance and rectify the SMF for either si-
nusoidal modulation or square-wave modulation. The spin transfer torque is also
derived and discussed.
In Chapter 6, we unify the description and quantification of spin Hall effect in
a wide class of spin-orbit systems by introducing the spin force picture. The
quantum spin force and spin current relation equation is obtained by the Heisen-
berg equations. Meanwhile, the spin force can alternately derived by a classical
method. By comparing the two force equations, we obtain the expression of spin
Hall current and recover the spin Hall conductivity that is consistent with previous
works.
Lastly, we summarize the main results of the thesis and recommendations for
future work in Chapter 7.
1.4 Methods




2.1 Generation of spin current
2.1.1 Basic concepts
Spin currents are electronic currents with a finite spin polarization, i.e. comprising
of unequal numbers of spin-up and spin-down carriers. Intuitively, the spin current
and electric current are defined as
js = j↑ − j↓, (2.1)
je = j↑ + j↓, (2.2)
in which j↑(↓) is the current for spin-up and spin-down carries, respectively. How-
ever, these currents depend on the distribution of those carriers with spin-up or
7
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Table 2.1: Charge current and spin current distribution.
spin-down. The configuration of spin current and charge current are listed in Ta-





{σi, vj} , (2.3)
where {A,B} denotes the anti-commutation between two operators, σi is the Pauli
operator of spin in the i direction, vj = drj/dt is the velocity in the j−direction,
and s is the spin of carrier, which equals ~/2 for electrons and 3~/2 for holes [25],
respectively. Therefore, spin current is a second-rank pseudo-tensor, which is given
by not only the flow direction of the carrier but also spin direction. Unlike the
electric current, a spin current is not conserved based on the definition in Eq.(2.3).
Recently, the spin current operator has been re-defined [26–28] so that it becomes
8
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a conserved quantity. For example, in Ref. [26], the spin current operator is













{σi, rj} , (2.4)
in which jij is given by (2.4). However, throughout this thesis, I will only use the
spin current operator defined by Eq.(2.3).
2.1.2 Spin generation
The spin current can be generated by several ways. In the following, I will list
some of the most well-known methods:
Spin injection (SI): the SI is the process of transporting spin electrically into a
material [29–36]. The spin injection can be made in various ways, for example,
by transferring a spin polarized current in FM into semiconductor through the
ohmic FM/SC interface [29, 30]; tunneling SI [31–34], where the resistivities of the
electrodes can be neglected; ballistic SI [35, 36], where spin is injected through the
FM/SC interface in the ballistic regime.
Spin Hall effect (SHE): the SHE refers to the generation of a spin current in
the direction transverse to the applied charge current [37–40]. The spin Hall
effect usually occurs in spin-orbit coupling systems, whose mechanism is, therefore,
classified to be intrinsic [39, 40], due to intrinsic spin orbit coupling, or extrinsic,
due to the impurity scattering [38]. This is one of the most important phenomena
in spintronics, and it will be discussed in more detail in following part.
9
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Spin pumping [41–45]: The spin pumping refers to the transfer of spin-angular
momentum from magnetization-precession motion to conduction-electron spins,
which can generate a spin current from magnetization dynamics.
Acoustic spin pumping (ASP) [46–48]: A spin voltage can be generated by the
direct injection of sound waves into a ferromagnet. When a conductor is attached
to the magnet, a spin current will be injected into the conductor. The ASP results
from the energy transfer from sound waves to magnons in the ferromagnet.
Spin Seebeck effect (SSE): SSE stands for the generation of spin current as a result
of a temperature gradient in a material [46, 49–54]. When a nonmagnetic metal is
attached on top of the material, the spin current will be injected into the metal.
2.1.3 Spin detection
The spin polarization can be detected by several ways. In semiconductors, spin
detection can be performed by utilizing the spin-resolved photoemission [55], Kerr
rotation [56], magnetic force microscopy (MFM) [57], magnetic resonance force
microscopy (MRFM) [58]. More recent developments in magnetometry utilizes
nanoscale superconducting quantum interface devices (SQUID) [59] or Hall-bars
[60]. Another nanoscale magnetometry with high sensitivity based on Nitrogen-
Vacancy (NV) [61, 62] center has been developed [63], which is able to detect
single spin and weak electric field. The spin polarization can also be detected by
electrical means [64].
10
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2.2 Spin-orbit couplings
The spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is ubiquitous in the field of semiconductor spin-
tronics which describes the coupling between the motion and spin of carriers in the
systems. The spin-orbit interaction Hamiltonian can be derived from the Dirac









where V (r) is the electric potential, and σˆ is the vector of Pauli matrices. Phe-





+ V − γσˆ.B(k), (2.6)
where γ is the coupling strength. In the presence of SOC, for each k, the spin




+ V ± γ|B|. (2.7)
Here the state ± corresponds to the upper and lower branch of the two subbands,
respectively. In crystals with spatial inversion symmetry, due to time-reversal
symmetry, the effective field generally vanishes. However, the SOC can be finite
in systems and structures without spatial inversion symmetry [17]. For example,
the structural inversion asymmetry (SIA) in 2DEGs leads to Rashba SOC [65],
and bulk inversion asymmetry (BIA) leads to Dresselhaus SOC [17, 66].
11
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2.2.1 Conduction-band electrons
In the conduction band with s-orbitals, the spin-orbit coupling of the electron gas
system is derived as [66]
HbulkD = η[kx(k
2
y − k2z)σx + ky(k2z − k2x)σy + ky(k2z − k2x)σy], (2.8)
which is the so-called bulk-Dresselhaus SOC, η being the Dresselhaus parameter.
This Hamiltonian is invariant with respect to the operation of the tetrahedral
group Td [67], which is the point group of the zinc-blende lattice. Because the
group Td does not have any inversion operation, the Dresselhaus SOC is due to
the bulk-inversion asymmetry.
If the quantum well (QW) is grown along the [001] direction, the expectation
value of the momentum along the z-direction can be evaluated as 〈pz〉 = 0, and
〈p2z〉 = ~〈k2z〉, where kz is the wave number belonging to the lowest subband of
the QW. With this, the linear version of the Dresselhaus SOC is simply given by
[68, 69]
HD = β (pxσx − pyσy) , (2.9)
where β = η〈k2z〉. The value of the Dresselhaus parameter is about η = 25eV A˚3
[70–72]. The value of β can be up to 10−11eV m, depending on the width of the
QW.
12
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One of the most common SOC systems is the Rashba type in two-dimentional
electron gases (2DEG) described by a Hamiltonian [65]
HR = α (pxσy − pyσx) . (2.10)
In this case, the SOC is due to the structure-inversion asymmetry. The Rashba
coupling constant has values between 0.1 and 1 × 10−11eVm−1 [73–79] in InAs,
whereas it is an order smaller in GaAs [80]. Table 2.2 summarizes the specific
value of the Rashba coupling in semiconductor QW deduced from experiments
[5]. Recently, the Rashba SOC is shown to exist at the interface of metal layers
[81–85], and also at the interface of a metal and an insulator [86].






AlSb/InAs/AlSb (3.2 - 4.5) 60 [75]
AlSb/InAs/AlSb 0 0 [87]
AlSb/InAs/AlSb 0 0 [88]
AlGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs (6.9 ± 0.4) [72]
2DEG GaAs/AlGaAs (5 ± 1) [80]
AlGaSb/InAs/AlSb (5.6 -13) (120 - 280) [88]
InAlAs/InGaAs/InAlAs (.9 -5.9) ( 63 - 93 ) [73]
InAlAs/InGaAs/InAlAs (50 - 100) [76]
InGaAs/InAs/InGaAs ( 5.1- 6.8) ( 60 - 110) [89]
InGaAs/InAs/InGaAs ( 9 -15 ) (200 - 400 ) [77]
InGaAs/InP/InGaAs (63 - 153 ) [74]
GaSb/InAs/GaSb 3.7 90 [90]
Si/SiGe QW (0.03 - 0.12) [91]
SiO2/InAs/ (5.5 - 23) ( 100 - 300) [92]
Theoretically, the Rashba coupling depends on the applied gate field [17] as α =
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~eEz
4m2c2
, where Ez is the electric field induced by a gate voltage. Experimentally,
one of the key developments in SC spintronics was the experimental confirma-
tion that the Rashba coupling strength can be tuned by using an external gate
bias [11, 73, 77, 80] (see Fig.2.1). A modulation of α of up to 50% was observed
[73].This allows the electronic control of the spin precession rate in SC heterostru-
crures [11]. Experimentally, the spin splitting due to SIA and BIA is probed via
magnetoconductivity [93, 94] and Shubnikov-de Haas measurements [73, 90, 95],
and via weak antilocalization analysis [96].
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.1: In a QW with both a front and a back gate one can continuously
tune the inversion asymmetry, and hence tune the SOC (Fig. (a) reproduced
from Phys. Rev. B 71, 195314 (2005))
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: The orientation of effective SOC field and spin in (a) Rashba SOC,
and (b) Dresselhaus SOC
Combination of Rashba and Dresselhaus SOCs
In the presence of Rashba SOC or Dresselhaus SOC, the spin will precess about the
effective SOC field(Fig. 2.2). In a system which has both BIA and SIA, the Rashba
SOC and the Dresselhaus SOC should be considered in the same context. However,
while BIA is essentially a fixed property of a given sample, SIA can be tuned by
a gate voltage as mentioned above. The spin configuration strongly depends on
the relative ratio of the Rashba and Dresselhaus couplings. Fig. 2.3 indicates a
special case with equal strengths of the Rashba and Dresselhaus couplings. In
such system, there is an additional conserved quantity, i.e., (σx − σy), and the
spin precession becomes independent of the momentum, resulting in a special spin
distribution called persistent spin helix (PSH) [97–107].
15
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: (a)The spin configuration in a system with equal strengths of
Rashba and Dresselhaus couplings α = β, and (b) the formation of persistent
spin helix. [reproduced from Phys. Rev. B 74, 235322(2006)]
2.2.2 Valence-band holes














in which Si is the spin-3/2 matrix. The energy bands are classified by the helicity
λ = ~−1k.S/k, λ = ±1/2 corresponds to LH bands, λ = ±3/2 to the HH bands.
The Luttinger parameters are well established [108], for example, for GaAs γ1 ≈
7.0 and γ2 ≈ 2.5.
If the growth direction of the QW is along z-direction, the effective Hamiltonian







(k3−σ+ − k3+σ−), (2.12)
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which describes the Rashba type of SOC for heavy holes. In the above, k± =
kx ± iky, σ± = σx ± iσy.
One of the most interesting phenomena in the spin-orbit coupling system is the
intrinsic spin-Hall effect which was independently discovered by Murakami et al.
[39] in p-doped semiconductors and Sinova et al. [40] in 2DEG systems. I will
give a brief review about this phenomenon in the next section.
2.3 Spin Hall effects
2.3.1 Systems and mechanisms
The spin-Hall effect (SHE) is a transport phenomenon predicted by Russian physi-
cists M.I. Dyakonov and V.I. Perel in 1971, [37, 111] a transverse spin current
generated in response to an applied electric field (Fig.2.4). It is accompanied by
a spin accumulation at the two edges of the system, and the signs of the spin di-
rections are opposite for opposite edges. If a conductor is connected to the lateral
edges, a spin current can be injected into the conductor. Spin Hall effects consist
of two different types: intrinsic and extrinsic effects. The latter was first theoret-
ically predicted by Hirsch in 1999 [38], which is due to spin-dependent scattering
of carriers by either skew scattering [37, 38, 111] or side jump effect [112, 113].
Meanwhile, the intrinsic SHE arises from the intrinsic SOC and just depends on
the band structure of the crystal [39, 40]. In this thesis, we just focus on the
intrinsic spin Hall effects.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the spin Hall effect. When an electric field (charge
current-red arrow) is applied through a spin-orbit coupled system, there is a
pure spin current generated in the transverse direction (Jz).
The intrinsic SHEs were discovered independently by Murakami et al. [39] in p-
doped bulk semiconductors, and Sinova et al. [40] in 2DEGs with Rashba SOC.
The mechanisms for these two types of intrinsic SHEs have been shown to be
different [39, 40, 114]. The former effect [39] arises from the topological Berry
curvature in k-space of the holes [115, 116]. Consequently, the hole spins are
separated due to the spin-dependent velocity [117]. On the other hand, the SHE
in Rashba systems results from the current induced momentum-dependent spin
polarization: opposite moving electrons acquire opposite spin polarizations. The
two pictures are depicted in the Fig. 2.5. These two mechanisms have been later
unified by Fujita et al. [118] in terms of time-gauge field formalism. The separation
of spin can also be understood in term of transverse spin force picture [119], in
which opposite spins travelling along the longitudinal direction are exerted by
opposite transverse forces. However, this picture had been used to explain the
Zitterbewegung of electron, but not the SHE. Since the spin force picture is simple
18
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and intuitive, an extension of this method to explain SHE is essential. As we
will discuss later, the intrinsic SHE is suppressed in a strong disorder system.
Therefore, the generation of sustainable spin Hall current is one of the key issues
in semiconductor spintronics which requires further study.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.5: (a)Spin separation due to anomalous velocity (spin-dependent
momentum) in the Luttinger systems. (b) Spin separation due to momentum-
dependent spin polarization in the Rashba systems.
Experimental observation
Experimentally, the spin Hall effect was observed almost 30 years after the pre-
diction of Dyakonov et al.. In the experiment by Kato et al. [120], electrical
currents in three-dimensional n-GaAs layers induced a spin Hall effect, which was
optically detected via Kerr microscopy. Similar experiments in ZnSe [121] were
also in agreement with theory, and a spin Hall effect was observed at room tem-
perature. In another experiment, Wunderlich et al. [122] observed a spin Hall
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effect in two-dimensional layers of p-GaAs by detecting the polarization of recom-
bination radiation at the edges of the sample. They ascribed this effect to the
intrinsic mechanism, which is consistent with the magnitude of the observation
[123, 124]. Furthermore, in measurements on a two-dimensional electron system
in an AlGaAs quantum well, a spin Hall effect was also observed and ascribed to
the extrinsic mechanism [125]. Finally, Valenzuela and Tinkham [126] observed a
reciprocal spin Hall effect in Al, where a spin current induced a transverse voltage
via the extrinsic mechanism [38].
2.3.2 Spin Hall conductivity
In spin Hall effect, the main purpose is to find out the spin Hall conductivity σsH ,
which is understood as the response coefficient of spin current to a small applied
electric field:
jzs,y = σsHEx (2.13)
The spin Hall conductivity can be calculated by many methods. The most common
method is to use Kubo formula [127] in linear response theory, where the off-









f(µ(k))〈k, µ|[jzs,x(t), vy]|k, µ〉 (2.14)
where A is the volume of the system, f(µ(k)) is the Fermi distribution function for
energy µ(k) at wave vector k in the branch µ = ±, ω is the frequency of the applied
electric field, η is some infinitesimal positive number. In the Rashba system, for
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example, the spin Hall conductivity is proved to have a universal value σsH = e/8pi
at zero temperature [40]. Using Kubo’s formula can easily obtain the value of
spin Hall conductivities for most of the spin-orbit systems, even in the presence
of the disorder effect. However, it does not provide an explanation of mechanism
behind the SHEs. Another method is to use semi-classical equations describing the
dynamics of electron spin [40]. The polarization is momentum dependent which
can explain the origin of spin Hall effect. By using this method for the Rashba
system, the universal spin Hall conductivity is also yielded. However, using this
approach it is hard to derive the conductivity if the disorder effect is present in
the system.
2.3.3 Effect of impurity scattering
So far, however, the effects of disorders and impurities have not been considered.


















In this expression, the first term is the universal value, whereas in the second term
there are three energy scales: the Fermi energy f , the Rashba energy R = mα
2,
and the energy scale of disorder potential ~/τ . Obviously, when the disorder is
large enough so that ~/τ  R, the second term will cancel out the universal value.
Thus, in this case, the spin Hall effect is suppressed by large disorder. However,
when replacing the infinitesimal parameter η in Kubo formula with the inverse
of a phenomenological relaxation time τ , one neglects certain contributions in a
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systematic perturbational expansion with respect to the disorder potentials. These
contributions are known as vertex corrections. As it was shown first by Inoue et
al. [129] the full dissipative contribution to the spin-Hall conductivity including
the vertex corrections exactly cancels the universal value, independently of the
strength of the disorder potentials and the Rashba coupling. This result was later
generalized in many works [130–136] with different methods. Once again, we can
see that the Kubo’s formula can arrive at the spin Hall conductivity including
disorder effect. However, due to its complicated derivation, a simpler description
is still needed. In another study, Adagideli et al. [137] have used another method
to explain the disorder effects in a simpler way. They consider the acceleration of










(eE + 〈∇Vim〉), (2.16)
in which E is the in-plane electric field, and Vim is the disorder potential. In the
steady state, the acceleration will relax to zero on the left hand side. Moreover,
the disorder potential also cancels the electric field on average on the right hand
side, leading to the vanishing of the bulk spin current. This spin force approach
gives a heuristic description for the spin Hall effect in disorder system. However,
it does not arrive at the SHE if the disorder effect is absent. Therefore, a further
extension of this approach is needed to complete the explanation of SHE.
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2.3.4 Inverse spin Hall effect
Another well-known effect so called inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) [138–147], which
is the Onsager reciprocal of the SHE, describes a phenomenon in which a spin cur-
rent flowing in the x−direction will induce a charge Hall current in the transverse
y− direction. The ISHE can be utilized to convert spin current, which is gener-
ated by spin pumping or SHE, into detectable charge current [144]. The efficiency
of the conversion is determined by the spin Hall angle θH [140, 145, 148–154],
which is the ratio between spin Hall conductivity and the charge conductivity as
Js = θH σˆ × Jc and Jc = θH σˆ × Js, where σˆ denotes the direction of the spin
polarization.
2.4 Gauge field theory
Since the emergence of the spintronics [1], there have been some tools to study
the spin dynamics and related effects, for example, linear response theory (Kubo’s
formula) [127], semiclassical equation of motion [40, 155, 156], and gauge field
theory [157]. Among these available tools, gauge field theory has been emerged
to be the most heuristic and simple tool, in the sense that the study of the gauge
field is similar to what we have done in electromagnetism. In the following, I will
briefly introduce about the concept of the gauge field theory and its application
in the study of spintronics.
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First of all, the traditional gauge field is the vector potential A corresponding to
a magnetic field B, in which these two quantities are related as:
B = ∇×A. (2.17)
The above equation is invariant under some gauge transformation, i.e.,
A→ A +∇f(r). (2.18)
The vector potential A is manifested itself as a phase, which is so called the




which is also gauge invariant, where the integration is taken around a closed loop
containing the magnetic field.
Now, we will generalize the above simple gauge field to the spin-orbit systems.
The Hamiltonian of the spin-orbit coupling system can be written in terms of









∇V × σˆ. (2.21)
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Similar to the Aharonov-Bohm phase of a classical magnetic vector potential, the
spin-orbit gauge field is manifested as a so called Aharonov-Casher (AC) phase
that used in description of the Aharonov-Casher effects [159, 159–162]. However,
in contrast to the magnetic potential gauge which is represented by the Abelian
U(1) group, the spin-orbit gauge field is non-Abelian and can be represented by










where [A,B] represents the commutation between two operators. The physical
fields, namely electric and magnetic fields, extracted from the above tensor will
exert a Lorentz-like force on the electrons [119, 163],i.e., F = e(EYM + v×BYM).
This force is spin-dependent which can be used to describe the spin dynamics
and related effects, e.g., Zitterbewegung [119], spin transport in diffusive systems
[155, 156].
2.5 Zitterbewegung dynamics
Zitterbewegung (ZB) effect, which refers to the oscillatory motion of electron, was
first described by Schro¨dinger [165, 166] for free relativistic electrons in vacuum
whose motion is governed by the Dirac equation. Although there were numer-
ous theoretical studies following Schrodinger’s idea, there was no experimental
evidence of the effect since the predicted frequency ~ωZ ≈ 2m0c2 ≈ 1 MeV and
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Figure 2.6: Spin force picture of Zitterbewegung. The electric field (due to
gate voltage) exerts opposite forces on electrons with different spins along the
field, resulting in the trembling motion of the electron.[reproduced from Phys.
Rev. Lett, 95,187203(2005)]
the amplitude of about λ = ~/mc ≈ 3.86 × 10−3A˚ are not accessible to current
experimental techniques. The Zitterbewegung of free electrons can be explained
in terms of the interference of states corresponding to the positive and negative
electron energies [167].
The ZB effect has been also studied in various spin-orbit coupling (SOC) systems
[67, 168–174], topological insulators [175], graphene [176–186], carbon nanotubes
[176, 187, 188], ultra-cold atom [189–191], crystaline solid [192], superconductors
[193, 194], etc. Recently, a unified description of ZB has been proposed [195, 196]
for a wide class of effective Hamiltonian.
Despite the extensive study of ZB theory, there have been just a few experiments
and simulations that can demonstrate the existence of the ZB. Experimentally,
the ZB has only been observed in the trapped ion [197–201] and ultra-cold atom
[189] systems. Optical and acoustic analogs of ZB have been observed in optical
super-lattice [202, 203], and in a 2D sonic crystal [204].
In 2DEG systems with spin-orbit coupling, e.g. linear Rashba and Dresselhaus
types, the ZB can be intuitively explained in terms of transverse spin force [205].
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As discussed in the previous section, when an electron with z-polarized spin en-
ters the SOC system, its spin will precess about the SOC field. Meanwhile, the
transverse spin force acting on the electrons is given by Fy ∝ kxσz, which means
that electrons with different spins will experience opposite forces, resulting in the
trembling motion (Zitterbewegung)[see Fig.2.6]. However, for an electron wave
packet, the amplitude of the ZB is rapidly damped [206]. The damping of ZB is
associated with the rapid spreading of the wave packet over time [168].
The obstacles of the detection of ZB in experiment are its small amplitude, high
oscillation frequency and rapid damping. Therefore, improvement of these features
would be very essential in detection of the elusive Zitterbewegung.
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Spin dynamics and Zitterbewegung
in time-dependent Rashba
systems
Abstract- We study the spin dynamics of electron in presence of a time-dependent
Rashba spin-orbit coupling. The Rashba coupling is modulated and controlled by an
AC gate voltage. We first show that at high modulation frequency, the precessional
motion is suppressed so that the electron spin polarization can be sustained in
the 2DEG. We have also analysed Zitterbewegung(ZB) effect in such system. We
showed that the oscillatory ZB motion can be made to persist in the presence of
the AC modulation, and in the limit of high modulation frequency ω, the electrons
undergo regular ZB oscillations at twice the modulation frequency. These trends
may also be explained by recourse to the spin force picture. Our suggestion is useful
for the experimental observation of the elusive ZB in the Rashba system.
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3.1 Introduction
The Zitterbewegung (ZB) effect, which refers to the oscillatory motion of electron,
was first described by Schro¨dinger [165, 166] for free relativistic electrons whose
motion is governed by the Dirac equation. Recently, with the rapid advance of
semiconductor spintronics, the ZB effect has been also studied in various spin-
orbit coupling (SOC) systems [67, 168, 170, 195]. In 2DEG systems with Rashba
or Dresselhaus SOC, it had been shown that the frequency of ZB oscillations is
dependent on strength of the spin-orbit couplings [67, 168, 170, 195]. However,
for an electron wave packet, the amplitude of the ZB is rapidly damped [206].
The damping of ZB is associated with the rapid spreading of the wave packet over
time [168]. The ZB may persist only if the Gaussian wave packet approaches a
δ-function form in frequency space [168, 206], which approximately represents a
plane wave. The rapid spreading of the wave-packet, and hence the damping of the
ZB motion, can be controlled or limited by constraining the electron motion, e.g.,
along a quantum wire, or by introducing some harmonic confinement potential in
quantum wells [168]. Besides, the ZB has been shown to appear in various systems
including graphene [176–178], carbon nanotubes [188], topological insulators [175],
superconductors [193, 194] and ultra-cold atom [190] etc. Experimentally, the ZB
has only been observed in the trapped ion [197–200] and ultra-cold atom [189]
systems.
In this chapter, we will present another method to control and modulate the
ZB effect in Rashba SOC systems. It has been shown that the ZB motion of
an electron is closely coupled to its spin precession [195], which is dependent on
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system parameters such as the Rashba coupling strength α. The Rashba coupling
α in a 2DEG system can, in turn, be tuned by means of an external gate voltage
[11, 73, 207, 208]. Thus, this suggests an avenue to modulate and even sustain
the ZB oscillations by means of a gate-controlled time-dependent Rashba SOC.
In this study, we investigated the ZB motion of electrons in a time-dependent
Rashba SOC system, where the Rashba coupling is modulated by an AC gate
voltage. We will show that by increasing the AC modulation frequency ω, the
damping effect on the ZB motion can be removed so as to obtain persistent ZB
oscillations. We solve the time evolution of a Gaussian electron wave packet under
a time-dependent Rashba Hamiltonian. The ZB displacement can then be directly
obtained by evaluating the expectation value of the transverse position operator.
We also applied a different theoretical model, i.e., the spin force picture to describe
the spin dynamics and ZB motion of the electrons. The results are compatible with
earlier ones obtained by solving the time-dependent Rashba Hamiltonian. This
spin force model showed that the oscillatory force which gives rise to ZB motion
results from both the electron spin precession and the time-modulation of the
Rashba coupling. Thus, if the spin precession is damped, the ZB can still be
sustained under the influence of a time-modulated Rashba SOC.




+ α(t) (k× σˆ) zˆ, (3.1)
where σˆ = (σx, σy, σz) are the Pauli spin matrices, m the effective mass of elec-
tron, and α(t) is the Rashba coupling strength, which can be made time-dependent
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via gate modulation. Although the Hamiltonian (3.1) is time-dependent, its eigen-
state and eigen-energy can be solved exactly since the representations of the Hamil-
tonian at different times commute with one another, i.e., [H (t) , H(t′)] = 0. As







with θ = tan−1ky/kx . Note that the states in Eq. (3.2) can also be the eigen-





± kα (t) (3.3)
3.2 Spin precession
Normally, when an electron which is spin polarized vertically, is passed through
the Rashba 2DEG system, the spin will rotate about the in-plane Rashba field
resulting in Zitterbewung-like motion [205]. As far as the generation of spin current
is concerned, this is undesirable as the expectation value of the spin polarization
is zero. However, since the precessional motion originates from the SOC, it is
conceivable that by modulating the SOC, one can modify the precessional motion
and in some circumstances even suppress it, so as to maintain the spin in one
direction. To see how this may be achieved, we first examine the dynamics of
electron spin with the modulated SOC.
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The resulting electron dynamics can be obtained by considering the evolution
of the wave function. If the electron is initially in the spin state of |ψ(0)〉 =
c+ |ψ+〉+ c− |ψ−〉, then at time t its state evolves as










′ |ψi〉 . (3.4)
If initially an electron has spin state |ψ(0)〉 = c+ |ψ+〉+c− |ψ−〉, then upon entering
the 2DEG and experiencing the Rashba SOC, its state evolves under the full
Hamiltonian to









where ci (t), the time-dependent spinor components, are given by


















The spin polarization is then given as







We see that in the static case α(t) = α0, the polarization oscillates as Ps(t) =
sinω0t implying the precession motion, where the Larmor frequency ω0 = 2pα0/~.
However, when the SOC is modulated by applying an ac voltage, for example
α(t) = α0 cosωt, the precession motion could be controlled or even suppressed
when the frequency of modulation ω is high. Explicitly, the polarization in this case






, and its response to different frequencies is depicted in
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Fig.3.1. Here, the unit of time is scaled to 1/ω0, and the unit of frequency is scaled
to ω0. It is straightforward to show that when ω ≥ ωth = 2ω0/pi, the polarization
is always positive over time, implying that on average, the spin orientation is in
the up direction. At high frequency ω  ωth, the spin stays almost constant in
the vertical orientation throughout the oscillatory cycle, i.e., the precession motion
is almost completely suppressed. Numerically, we can estimate the value of the
threshold as following: the momentum is typically taken as Fermi momentum
pF = mvF with vF = 10
5m/s, the SOC constant is around ~α0 = 10−11eVm, so

















































































































































Figure 3.1: The spin polarization at different frequencies of gate voltage, the
time is scaled to 1/ω0, the frequency is scaled to ω0.
In this section, we calculated the time-dependence of the spin polarization induced
by the time-dependent Rashba SOC strength. We found that the spin preces-
sional motion due to the static Rashba effect is suppressed when the modulation
frequency of the Rashba coupling strength is increased. We obtain a critical fre-
quency above which the spin polarization of current is not reversed throughout the
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precessional cycle. At high modulation frequency, the precessional motion is sup-
pressed, so that the electron spin is kept almost constant in the vertical direction.
Since the Zitterbewegung of electron is associated with the spin precession, there-
fore, one may come to a conclusion that the ZB would vanish when the precession
is suppressed. However, in the next section, we will show that the Zitterbewegung
in such a system can be sustained, and it can even be made persistent and regular.
3.3 Persistent Zitterbewegung of electron wave
packet
To study the ZB, we consider an electron state initially described by a Gaussian
wave packet with initial spin polarization along the z-axis:











d2(k−k0)2 . Here, d and k0 are the initial width and the mean
wave vector of the Gaussian wave packet, respectively. By considering Eq. (3.4),
one can readily show that the wave packet at a subsequent time t is given by









where ci (t), the time-dependent spinor components, are given by Eq.(3.6).
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The expectation value of the position operator is then given by
〈r (t)〉 = i
∫
d2k 〈ψk (t) | ∇k | ψk (t)〉















In the above, the last term describes the oscillatory motion or the ZB of the
electron wave-packet. For simplicity, we consider a wave-packet initially along the
x direction, i.e, ky0 = 0, and kx0 = k0. With these initial conditions, the electron
wave packet would travel along the x direction at a group velocity of vg = ~kx0/m,


















In the above equation, In (x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind,
and q = kd is a dimensionless integration variable. Eq. (3.11) describes the ZB
motion of electron in a system with a general time-dependent Rashba coupling.
We examine the behavior of the ZB by considering two limiting cases: i) when
q0  1, the Bessel function is approximately expressed as I1(x) ≈ ex/
√
2pix, and












with At = 2α˜(t)/~d, and φ = arctan (At/2q0). ii) On the other hand, when q0  1,
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2/4 sin (ux)du is the Dawson function. A similar analytical
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Figure 3.2: The schematic diagram of ZB in a 2D system with time-modulated
Rashba coupling. The electron wave packet travels along x-direction at group
velocity vg = ~kx0/m while oscillating in the transverse y-direction with a peri-
odic pattern when the modulation frequency is finite (ω 6= 0).
From Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13), the behavior of the ZB depends on the time-
dependent variable At. For a constant Rashba coupling, i.e., α(t) = α0, At =
2α0t/~d which is a monotonic function of the time t. In this case, the ZB am-
plitude diminishes as exp(−Ω2t2) in Eq. (3.12), where Ω = α0/~d is the decay
constant. Generally, this feature can be also observed directly from Eq. (3.11),
by applying the Riemann-Lebesgue integration theorem[206]. Note that, the ZB
in Eq. (3.12) is effectively suppressed when t ≥ Ω−1. However, when the Rashba
coupling is modulated in time, so that At is not a monotonic function of t, and it
is finite when t→∞, the oscillatory term in Eq. (3.12) does not damp to zero at
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large time t, and the ZB motion persists. Mathematically, the Riemann-Lebesgue
integration theorem is no longer applicable to the integral in Eq. (3.11).













































Figure 3.3: Calculated ZB oscillations at various values of modulation fre-
quency ω. Here, Ω = α0/~d with α0 being the SO coupling, and q0 = k0d = 5
in all cases.
For the purpose of illustration, we consider a simple case in which the Rashba
coupling is sinusoidally modulated at frequency ω, i.e., α (t) = α0cos (ωt) , where
α0 is the amplitude of modulation. We can see directly from Eq. (3.11) that the
ZB pattern is also time-periodic with period pi/ω (see Fig. 3.2), which ensures that
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the ZB still exists even when t→∞ if ω 6= 0. Fig. 3.3 depicts the ZB oscillation at
different values of modulation frequency. It is shown that without any modulation
(ω = 0, Fig. 3.3a), the ZB oscillations would decay, as discussed above, due
to interference of contributions with different k values. [206] At low modulation
frequency (ω = 0.5Ω, with Ω = α0/~d), there are periodic ZB oscillations but
they are not regular or continuous, and are punctuated by periods with little or
no oscillations (Fig. 3.3b, 3.3c). At higher modulation frequency (Fig. 3.3d, 3.3f),
the oscillatory pattern is not only sustained, but becomes regular as well, i.e., with
a single characteristic frequency.
We now enumerate the main features of the ZB induced by time modulation of α:
i) The maximum amplitude of the ZB motion generally decreases as ω increases
[see Fig. 3.4], since At ∝ 1ω . Moreover, as we will show later, when ω  Ω, the
amplitude diminishes as 1
ω2
.






















Figure 3.4: The maximum amplitude (ymax) and the “regularity” of ZB mo-
tion, RZ = TZ/(TZ + TNZ), as a function of the modulation frequency ω. The
dashed curve depicts the numerically calculated values, while the dot-dashed
curve shows the asymptotic result derived analytically [see Eq. (3.14)]. The
shaded region indicates the optimal range of modulation frequency to achieve
large regular ZB oscillations, Ω ≤ ω ≤ ωr, which would be useful for experimen-
tal detection of the ZB effect.
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ii) The time duration of vanishing ZB is shorter as ω increases. If we denote TZ and
TNZ as ZB duration (with oscillation) and non-ZB duration (without oscillation)
in one cycle of modulation, respectively, then TZ + TNZ = pi/2ω (see Fig. ??).
The ZB duration can be found by equating At = 2, or
Ω
ω






) for ω < Ω. If ω > Ω, the periodicity of the ZB pattern
is shorter than the decay time Ω−1, which means there is no longer any duration
of non-ZB with no oscillation, i.e., TNZ = 0, TZ = pi/2ω. In Fig. 3.4, we plot the
ratio TZ/(TZ + TNZ) as an indication of the ZB regularity.
iii) In the above we have showed that when ω > Ω, the ZB is persistent, i.e.,
the oscillation is continuous in time (as in Fig.3.3c). However, it is not regular
with constant amplitude and single oscillation frequency (as in Fig.3.3d). Now
we will find the value of modulation frequency to achieve the regular ZB . From
Eq.(3.12), for a given value of q0  1, the maximum amplitude occurs at tmax and
it can be found via equation y′(t) = 0 which becomes tan(q0Atmax) = −Atmax/2q0.
Thus, if we modulate the RSOC so that the periodicity of the ZB pattern matches
or is less than the above time scale,i.e., pi/2ω ≤ tmax, the ZB becomes regular.
The threshold frequency ωr satisfies tan(2
Ω
ωr
q0) = − Ωq0ωr , which can be solved
numerically yielding ωr ≈ 2q0pi Ω. In the limit ω ≥ ωr, the regular ZB oscillation is
approximately given by




We see that the ZB frequency is twice that of the modulation frequency, while its
amplitude decreases as 1
ω2
. The dependence of the ZB amplitude on ω is confirmed
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by numerical calculations, which converge asymptotically to the analytical result
at the high ω regime in Fig. 3.4. To this point, we suggest that one can choose
the frequency range such that Ω ≤ ω ≤ ωr to obtain optimal ZB exhibiting large
regular oscillations (denoted by the shaded region in Fig. 3.4).













Figure 3.5: The maximum amplitude (ymax) as a function of q0 = k0d. At
low frequency region (ω ≈ 0), the maximum amplitude reaches a maximum
value around q0 ≈ 1 (dashed curve). Meanwhile, at high frequency value, the
maximum amplitude is linear in q0 (solid line).
iv) Finally, in the direction perpendicular to the group velocity, i.e, the direction
of motion, the center of the wave packet is also shifted from its original position.
As shown in Fig. 3.3, the time-averaged displacement generally decreases as the









which reaches a maximum value around q0 = k0d ≈ 1. On the other hand, at high
frequency ω  Ω, the transverse displacement of the wave packet is approximately
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which decreases as the frequency is increased, but is linear in q0. This suggests
that one can alter the shape of the Gaussian wave packet, so as to increase the
value of q0 and compensate for the amplitude reduction at high frequency (see Fig.
3.5).
Spin-force picture - An alternative description of the aforementioned ZB dynamics
is afforded by the spin force picture [163, 205, 209–212], in which electrons with
±z spins experience transverse spin force in opposite directions. In the presence
of the Rashba field, the electron spin precesses about the Rashba field. This
spin precession translates into an oscillating transverse spin force acting on the
electron, thus resulting in the ZB oscillation. [205] We will now apply the spin
force picture to analytically explain the persistence of ZB motion in the presence
of AC modulation of the Rashba parameter α.
The spin force can be derived from the spin-orbit gauge field, which is in our case
given by A = mα
e~ (−σy, σx). The effective magnetic and electric fields associated
with the above gauge field are, respectively, given by B = − ie~ [Ax,Ay] = 2m
2α2
e~3 σz zˆ,
and E = −∂tA = mα˙e (σˆ × zˆ). These fields exert a Lorentz-like force on the elec-





ijzkj 〈σz〉+ mα˙~ ijz 〈σj〉 , (3.17)
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where ijk is the Levi-Civita tensor, and the repeated indices would be summed
up. In the above equation, the spin force consists of two terms: the first term
which scales with the square of the Rashba coupling strength, and originates from
spin precession about the effective B-field due to Rashba SOC, while the other
term arises from the effective E-field due to the time modulation of the Rashba
coupling. This suggests that by tuning both the strength and time modulation
of the Rashba coupling, one can control the ZB motion of the wave packet. Note
that Eq. (3.17) can alternatively be obtained by using Heisenberg equation for
the velocity operator, i.e., 〈dv/dt〉 = i/~ 〈[H,v]〉+ 〈∂v/∂t〉 .
To evaluate the expectation values of the spin polarization in Eq. (3.17), we
consider the wave function in Eq. (3.5). The components of spin polarization at
time t due to the k contribution of the wave packet are then given by





















where θ = tan−1 ky/kx, as before. By combining Eqs. (3.17)-(3.18), we obtain the






























As an illustration, we again consider the case of sinusoidal modulation of the
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Rashba coupling, i.e., α (t) = α0cosωt . For large frequency ω  Ω, the argument
2k
~ α˜ (t) ∝ Ω/ω is small so that the following approximations hold: cos 2k~ α˜ (t) ≈ 1,







The above represents an oscillating force acting on the wave packet, resulting
in a persistent and regular ZB. Note that the above force can also be derived
directly from Eq. (3.14) by considering the second-order derivative with respect
to time, i.e., 〈Fy〉 = m ¨〈y〉, thus confirming the validity of the spin force picture in




Figure 3.6: Schematic illustration for the observation of the ZB. The persistent
ZB can be observed by detecting the voltage associated with the effective electric
field and the spin-orbit gauge field.
Detection - Now we will comment on how to detect the predicted effect. Normally,
the ZB may be detected via optical means, for example, by detecting electromag-
netic radiation emitted by the oscillating electrons [213] or by using a near-field
scanning optical microscope (NSOM) technique [175]. Here, we propose an elec-
trical method to detect the effect. As we have discussed above, the ZB can be
explained in terms of the spin-force, which arises from the effective fields associated
with the spin-orbit gauge field. Explicitly, the time-dependent spin-orbit gauge
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field induces an effective electric field E , which in turn generates an electromotive
force V =
∫ Edl. Therefore, the ZB can be observed by detecting the induced
voltage [see figure 3.6]. When ω ≈ ωr, the resulted ZB is regular and persistent,
and the voltage between two electrodes along the y-direction is approximately
evaluated as Vy = V0(1 − cos 2ωt), where V0 = mα
2
0
e~2 kx0Ly is the amplitude, with
Ly being the width of the system. Numerically, with typical values of the param-
eters, i.e., α0 = 0.01 − 1 × 10−11 eV.m in InAs and GaAs quantum wells[73, 80],
kx0 = 10
8 − 109m−1, d = 10nm, Ly = 100nm, we can evaluate the characteris-
tic frequencies Ω = 109 − 1011s−1, ωr = 1010 − 1013s−1, and the induced voltage
V0 = 10
−6 − 10−1V which is measurable experimentally[214].
3.4 Summary
In summary, we have analysed Zitterbewegung(ZB) effect in a Rashba spin-orbit
system under the application of an AC gate voltage to modulate the Rashba cou-
pling strength α. We showed that the oscillatory ZB motion can be made to
persist in the presence of the AC modulation, and in the limit of high modulation
frequency ω, the electrons undergo regular ZB oscillations at twice the modulation
frequency. However, in the high frequency regime, the amplitude of ZB oscillation
also decreases asymptotically as 1
ω2
. These trends may also be explained by re-
course to the spin force picture. Hence, by choosing the appropriate modulation
frequency, we can induce a regular and persistent ZB dynamics, with sufficiently
large amplitude. AC modulation of α at the optimal frequency may be utilized to
induce experimentally measurable ZB motion, which has thus far proved elusive
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in a condensed matter system.
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Chapter 4
Spin current generation in
time-dependent SOC systems
Abstract- The generation of spin current and spin polarization in a two-dimensional
electron gas structure is studied in the presence of Dresselhaus and Rashba spin-
orbit couplings (SOC), the strength of the latter being modulated in time by an ac
gate voltage. By means of the non-Abelian gauge field approach, we established the
relation between the Lorentz spin force and the spin current in the SOC system,
and showed that the longitudinal component of the spin force induces a transverse
spin current. For a constant (time-invariant) Rashba system, we recover the uni-
versal spin Hall conductivity of e/8pi , derived previously via the Berry phase and
semi-classical methods. In the case of a time-dependent SOC system, the spin
current is sustained even under strong impurity scattering. We evaluated the ac
spin current generated by a time-modulated Rashba SOC in the absence of any dc
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electric field. The magnitude of the spin current reaches a maximum when the
modulation frequency matches the Larmor frequency of the electrons
4.1 Introduction
The generation of a sustained spin polarized current constitutes a key requirement
in practical spintronics. In two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) systems with
Rashba spin-orbit coupling (SOC), spin precession about the Rashba field and
the accompanying Zitterbewegung-like motion would usually result in zero net
transverse spin current on average [205]. However, a net spin polarization can be
generated in the transverse direction via the spin Hall effect. Based on the time-
gauge field [118] or the semi-classical geometric force [215] descriptions, it can
be shown that a vertical (out-of-plane) spin polarization can be sustained under
adiabatic conditions, albeit under ballistic limit only. Other methods of generating
spin current which have been proposed include the application of a non-uniform
external magnetic field in a SOC medium [216], and the use of optical excitation
[217, 218].
In this chapter, we will investigate the generation of a sustained spin current by
utilizing a time-varying gate voltage [190, 219–221]. The idea is based on the fact
that the Rashba SOC can be tuned by changing the applied gate voltage up to
50% [11, 73, 77, 80]. We will show that in such system, a spin current polarized in
the out-of-plane direction of the 2DEG can be induced. This spin current can be
maintained even under non-ballistic situation, i.e., in the presence of impurities.
Moreover, the time-modulated SO coupling can be utilized as spin pumping source
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to generate spin current without applying bias when both Rashba and Dresselhaus
SOCs are combined.
4.2 Spin force and spin hall current
We first consider a system with Dresselhaus and Rashba SOC, with the Rashba
coupling being time-dependent (shown schematically in Fig. 4.1). The Hamilto-




+HR(t) +HD + V (r), (4.1)
where m is the effective electron mass, HD = β (pyσy − pxσx) is the Dresselhaus
SOC, and HR(t) = α (t) (pxσy − pyσx) is the Rashba SOC, with the Rashba cou-
pling consisting of static and time-varying components, i.e., α (t) = α0 + α1(t).
The last term in Eq. (4.1) is the potential energy which may include the external
applied electric field and the impurity field.
It is convenient to rewrite Eq. (4.1) in the form of the Yang-Mills Hamiltonian as
HYM = 1
2m
(p− eA)2− eA0, where A is the gauge field (vector potential) given by
A = (Ax,Ay, 0) = m
e
(−ασy + βσx, ασx − βσy, 0) , (4.2)
and A0 = (α2 + β2)m/e is the scalar potential. The corresponding curvature is
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − ie~ [Aµ,Aν ] . (4.3)
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The physical fields extracted from the curvature tensor can be considered as the
effective magnetic and electric fields, i.e.,




E = −∂tA = m
e
α˙(σ × zˆ), (4.5)
where α˙ = ∂α/∂t, zˆ is the unit vector in the z-direction. These Yang-Mills fields
exert a spin-dependent force on the electron, with the Lorentz-like magnetic field
acting in the direction transverse to the electron motion as FYM = e(E + v × B),
where v is the velocity. Note that the Lorentz force term is proportional to the
spin current polarized along the z-direction, which is given by jzs = (~/4){v, σz}.
Therefore, one can arrive at the expression for the quantum mechanical force:
F =
4m2 (α2 − β2)
~2
(jzs × zˆ) +mα˙ (σ × zˆ)−∇V . (4.6)
From the above, we see the interplay between spin force, spin current and the time
modulation of the Rashba SOC. The spin current is dependent on either the spin
force or the time-modulated RSOC, and would still be present if either one of the
two terms vanishes. One can directly evaluate the spin current from its definition
by solving the spin dynamics of the system [40, 119]. However, this method may be
quite involved if the Hamiltonian is non-trivially time-dependent. Alternatively,
the spin current may be obtained by evaluating the force by some other means,
and substituting its expression into Eq. (4.6). In the following, we evaluate the
force by classical consideration, and subsequently apply the force expression to
determine the spin current.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of a 2DEG system with Rashba and Dres-
selhaus SOC. The strength of the Rashba SOC can be modulated in time by
applying an ac gate bias.
We consider the instantaneous eigenstate and eigen-energy of the time-dependent















in which tan γ = (αpy + βpx) / (αpx + βpy) , ∆E = p(α
2 + β2 + 2αβsin 2θ )1/2
with θ = tan−1py/px . The expectation value of an operator at time t is defined
as 〈Oˆ〉 = ∑n 〈ψn|Oˆ|ψi〉fn, with fn = f(En) is the Fermi distribution function.
The velocity operator can be formally derived from the Hamiltonian as v =
∂H/∂p, and the force is F = dv/dt. At some instant t, the average force can
be decomposed into two parts as
〈F〉 = F0 + Ft (4.9)
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is the velocity of electron belonging to the n−th branch, and
the integral is taken over momentum space. The first force term F0 is related to
the evolution of the velocity over time due to the applied electric field and the
modulating Rashba coupling, while the second component Ft is related to the
explicit time-dependence of the eigen-state.
Constant Rashba coupling– We first consider the static case when α = α0. The
second term on the right hand side of Eq. (4.6) vanishes, hence the spin Hall
current (SHC) is just dependent on the total force acting on the electrons. Since
the eigen-energy and eigen-state are time-independent, its force component Ft
vanishes. For simplicity, we consider an electric field applied along the x-direction,











where dpx/dt = eEx. Comparing the above force expression with that obtained by
the gauge formalism, i.e. Eq. (4.6), we arrive at the formula of the spin current
for the two eigenbranches:
jzs,y (p) = ±
eEx (α0
2 − β2) ~2sin θ2
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Integrating above expression over all occupied states in the momentum space and
noting that the difference between the two Fermi momenta
p+ − p− = 2m
(
α0
2 + β2 + 2α0β sin2θ
)1/2
,









The above result is consistent with the well-known universal spin Hall conductivity
of (e/8pi) obtained previously by Sinova et al. [40], and by Shen [119], the latter
by considering linear response (Kubo) transport theory and the Berry phase of
the system. Up to this point, we have explicitly shown the relation between
the spin Hall current and the spin force in a time-independent system. In Ref.
[205], the spin force concept is introduced to describe the spin dynamics in a
Rashba SOC system. Specifically, the study focused on the transverse component
of the spin force and its effect on the Zitterbewegung dynamics of the electrons
in the system. However, the connection between this spin force and the well-
known spin Hall current was not established. In the above analysis, we have
shown that it is the longitudinal component of the spin force, whose magnitude is
proportional to the driving electric field, which gives rise to the spin Hall current
with the universal conductivity of (e/8pi). The longitudinal spin force is related to
the Lorentz force of the Yang-Mills (non-Abelian) effective fields arising from the
Rashba and Dresselhaus SOC effects. Our physical picture of the spin Hall effect
is consistent with previous descriptions of the spin Hall effect based on different
theoretical models [40, 118, 119].
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In addition, in a system with β 6= 0, Sinitsyn et. al. [222] showed that there is spin
current generated in the direction of the driving field. By means of the Kubo’s
formula, the authors derived the diagonal spin conductivity which is dependent
on the SOC couplings. Here, we will also show the existence of the diagonal spin
conductivity by using spin force picture.
As shown in Eq.(4.6), the longitudinal spin current is related to the transverse
spin force. Meanwhile, the transverse component of the classical force following
Eq.(4.10) is obtained (for α = α0, Ey = 0) as





Therefore, by equating the above equation and Eq.(4.6), we obtain the expression
for longitudinal spin current
jzs,x (p) = ±
eEx~2 (α02 − β2) cos θsin θ
4pm(α02 + β2 + 2α0βsin 2θ )
3/2
, (4.16)






where η = −β/α0 for |α0| > |β|, η = α0/β for |α0| < |β|, and η = 0 for |α0| = |β|.
The diagonal spin conductivity in Eq.(4.17) is consistent with the previous results
[222].
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4.3 Effect of impurity scattering
We now consider the effect on the spin current of impurities, which can be modeled
as some randomly placed delta potentials: Vim(r) = V
∑N
i=1 δ (r−Ri). The steady
state spin currents in presence of impurity scattering in SOC systems have been
studied in framework of density matrix theory [129, 223, 224]. As has been pointed
out previously [129], the spin Hall current would be suppressed in an infinitely
large disordered system. In the steady state, the total force is zero, i.e., F = 0.
Additionally, the external electric field which is the driving force for the spin
current, is also effectively canceled by the effect of impurities [137]. Thus from
Eq. (4.6), the spin current vanishes if the Rashba coupling is constant in time, as
expected. However, in the presence of a time-modulated Rashba SOC strength,





(α2 − β2) , (4.18)
in which Si = 〈σi〉 is the spin density in steady state, with 〈. . . 〉 denoting the
expectation values taken over all momentum and spin spaces, and impurity con-
figurations. We see that the transverse spin current in any one direction depends
on the spin polarization along that direction; in general the latter may be finite and
that Si ∝ τ−1p [223], with τp is the momentum-scattering time, and hence the spin
current can be sustained. Remarkably, the spin current can also be interpreted as
the response to the effective electric field which is given by Eq. (4.5). Thus, we
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We consider a special case in which the Rashba and Dresselhaus coupling strengths
are approximately the same, but with the former having an additional (small)
time-dependent variation, i.e., the Rashba coupling is given by α(t) = β + α1e
iωt






Thus, the spin current is approximately proportional to the modulation frequency,
but is independent of the modulating amplitude α1.
4.4 Gate-modulation induced spin currents
Normally, when an electron with its spin aligned, say, vertically, is passed through
the Rashba (Dresselhaus) 2DEG system, the spin will rotate about the in-plane
Rashba field [65, 70]. This spin precession is associated with Zitterbewegung-like
motion of the electron [205, 225]. Under the influence of an electric field, the
precessional dynamics is modified giving rise to a net spin polarization and hence
a spin Hall current. Since the spin precession motion originates from the SOC
interaction, this suggests that we induce a net spin polarization by modulating
the SOC to control the spin precession without the need to apply any electric
field. Thus, we will study the possibility to generate a sustained spin current
under the influence of time-modulated SOC but in the absence of any dc electric
field.
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+ α0 (pxσy − pyσx) + β (pyσy − pxσx), and time-dependent
Hamiltonian H1 (t) = α1(t) (pxσy − pyσx) + eE.r. The evolution of electron spin
state can be found by means of the first-order time-dependent perturbation theory,
in which H1(t) is treated as the perturbation. We assume that the modulation is
started at t = 0; meanwhile the applied electric field is switched on adiabatically
from the past as E = lims→0+ Eest [226]. If the initial electron spin state is




, then its subsequent evolution





− i~Eit |ψi〉, (4.20)
in which |ψ±
〉
and E± are eigen-states and eigen-energies of the unperturbed
Hamiltonian. To the first order in both the dynamic Rashba component α1 and the








〈ψi | H1 (t) | ψj〉 cj (0) e i~ (Ei−Ej)t. (4.21)
The above can be readily solved once the initial conditions are specified, and
subsequently the spin polarization S(t) = 〈χ(t)|σ|χ(t)〉 can be evaluated.
We first consider the system of electrons, which are initially in an admixture of the
two eigen-states. The initial spin polarization vector is±S(0) = (∓ sin γ,± cos γ, 0),
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corresponding to the two eigen-branches. To the first order in H1, the spin polar-
ization vector at a subsequent time t is easily found to be
S(t) = ±[S(0) + S(1) + S(2)], (4.22)
where
S(1) = − e
Ω
(E.∇pγ)zˆ, (4.23)




with R(t) = (− cos γ sin Ωt, sin γ sin Ωt, cos Ωt) being the response functions, and
Ω = 2∆E0/~ with ∆E0 = p(α02 + β2 + 2α0βsin 2θ )1/2. The two terms S(1) and
S(2) are the contributions to the spin polarization due to the applied electric field
and time modulation of the Rashba coupling, respectively. To the first order in
both E and α1, these two factors can be considered as independent driving forces
which induce the spin polarization. We focus on S(2), the spin polarization arising
from the time-modulation in the Rashba SOC. It is interesting to point out that
in the absence of Dresselhaus SOC (i.e., β = 0), the phase factor is simply γ = θ,
and therefore, from Eq. (4.24), the spin polarization S(2) becomes zero. Hence,
the time-modulation of the Rashba SOC will only induce a spin polarization if
both types of SOCs, i.e., Rashba and Dresselhaus, are present in the system. In
addition, we find that S(2) is an odd function of the momentum vector k, so that
summing over all occupied states in momentum space would yield a zero net z-spin
polarization. However, we will show below that the spin current may still be finite.
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Figure 4.2: Spin current generated in the system with Rashba coupling α =
α0 + α1 sinωt. The inset shows the dependence of the spin current amplitude
on the modulation frequency ω obtained numerically (solid). For comparison,
we plot the analytical results for the maximum amplitude given by Eq. (4.25)
(horizontal dashed) and the off-resonant amplitude given by Eq. (4.26) (bold
dashed). The maximum amplitude occurs at ω ≈ ΩF .
As discussed in previous works [40, 119], the modification to the electron spin due
to an applied electric field can give rise to a spin Hall current (even if the net
spin polarization is zero). This can be readily seen by evaluating the expression
Jzs,i = (~/2)(pi/m)S
(1)
z , which would recover the result of Eq. (4.14). We apply the
same expression to evaluate the spin current arising from the spin polarization S(2)
arising from the time-modulation of the Rashba SOC, i.e., Jzs,i = (~/2)(pi/m)S
(2)
z ,
and average the result over the momentum space to yield the net spin current.
Fig. 4.2 illustrates the ac spin current generated in the system when the Rashba
coupling is modulated by a sinusoidal gate voltage, i.e. α = α0+α1 sinωt, assuming
typical parameter values: ~α = ~β = 10−11eV.m, α1 = 0.1α0, EF = 0.1eV,
m = 0.05me. Note that when the gate voltage is changed, the Fermi energy and
effective mass will also be modified as a consequence [73]. However, for simplicity,
we assume a small change in the gate voltage, so that the Fermi energy and effective
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Figure 4.3: The maximum amplitude of spin current as a function of ratio
u = β/α0. The analytical result (dashed) is in agreement with numerical result
(solid).
mass can be treated as constant. We see that the amplitude of the spin current is




Larmor frequency of electron near the Fermi surface (see inset of Fig. 4.2), and in
this case it is about ΩF ≈ 10 THz.
We can evaluate the magnitude of the spin current by assuming that for a small
spin-orbit split, the spin of electron near the Fermi surface just precesses in a
single mode with the Larmor frequency. With this, the maximum amplitude can
be estimated as













while the off-resonant amplitude is given by
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In the above, we have assumed that Eso/EF  1, where Eso = mα2 being the
energy scale associated with the spin-orbit couplings, EF = p
2
F/2m the Fermi
energy, and u = β/α0. It is again confirmed that the spin current vanishes when
u = 0, i.e, without Dresselhaus SOC. The analytical results of Eqs. (4.25) and
(4.26) are in approximate agreement with the numerical results (see inset of Fig.
4.2 and 4.3).
We notice that the spin current generation in the AC Rashba SOC systems (β = 0)
has been studied [190, 219]. in which the spin currents are only generated in the
presence of impurity scattering and they are polarized along in-plane directions.
In contrast, by introducing both Rashba and Dresselhaus SOCs, the generation of
spin current in our case are possible either in clean limit (i.e. without impurity
scattering) or in disorder limit (see previous section). Moreover, there are also spin
current components polarized perpendicular to the 2DEG plane. The findings in
our work and in previous works [190, 219] are in agreement that the spin current
vanishes when both impurity scattering and Dresselhaus SOC are absent.
In practice, the ratio α0/β is about 2.5 for InAs quantum wells (QW) [227], and
it can be varied between 1.5 and 1.8 for InGaAs QWs [227, 228], typically. With
this, the amplitude of the AC spin current (2e/~)Js ≈ 10−2A/cm, which is large
enough for the detection. As discussed in Ref.[219], the generated AC spin current
can be detected by means of a reverse process in which the generated spin current
induces a voltage shift in an adjacent (detector) electrode. The induced voltage
can be approximately estimated as Vd =
mα1A
~C Js [219], where C = κ0A/l is
the capacitance of the detection gate, A and l are the area and thickness of the
gate, respectively. With (2e/~)Js ≈ 10−2A/cm, l = 10−5cm, κ = 10, and ~α1 =
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10−12eV.m, we obtain Vd ≈ 10−7 − 10−6V, which is measurable experimentally
[214].
We sould note here that the Larmor frequency of electron spins which occupy
states near Fermi surface is determined by the spin-splitting energy at the Fermi
surface. Explicitly, the spin-splitting is given by ∆E = 2αRkF . Both αR and kF
are dependent of the carrier concentration, which in turn can be controlled via the
gate voltage. For example, in GaAs quantum wells, if the sheet concentration is
Ns = 10
12cm−2, the value of Rashba coupling is estimated to be αR ≈ 5×10−13eVm
[80, 229], the Fermi momentum is evaluated as kF ≈
√
2piNs = 2.5 × 107m−1 we
obtain the Larmor frequency ω ≈ 38GHz. In principle, we can always reduce
the Rashba coupling by applying appropriate gate voltage, in order to reduce the
Larmor frequency to below 50 GHz. However, as shown in Eqs.(4.25) and (4.26),
the spin currents are proportional to the value of the Rashba coupling. Therefore,
one has to choose optimized values of the Rashba coupling in order to obtain
feasible Larmor frequency and large spin current signal.
4.5 Summary
In summary, we have applied the spin force picture to explain and quantify the
spin Hall effect and the generation of spin current in a general time-dependent
SOC system. Previously the spin force in a Rashba system was invoked to explain
the Zitterbewegung motion of electrons, but no link was made to the spin Hall ef-
fect. We applied our gauge field method to show that the longitudinal component
of the spin force induces the spin Hall effect. This not only provides a physical
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picture of the underlying origin of the spin Hall effect, but also recovers the univer-
sal spin Hall conductivity in a constant (time invariant) Rashba system. We also
showed that the spin current vanishes under strong impurity scattering, a result
consistent with previous findings. However, under time modulation of the Rashba
SOC a sustained spin current is obtained, the amplitude of which is proportional
to the in-plane spin density and the modulation frequency. Finally, we evaluated
the ac spin current generated by a Rashba SOC with a sinusoidal time variation
in the absence of any dc electric field. For the special case of equal Rashba and
Dresselhaus coupling, we derived the analytical expression for the magnitude of
the spin current, which approximately agrees with the numerical results.
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Chapter 5
Enhancement of spin-motive force
in time-dependent Rashba
systems
Abstract-In Ref. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 217202 (2012)], the spin motive force
(SMF) is predicted to be enlarged by introducing a strong Rashba spin-orbit coupling
(SOC). In this work, we also predicted that the SMF can be largely enhanced by
modulating the Rashba coupling αR in time. In such system, we showed that there
is an additional electric field ERd = ±α˙Rme/e~(zˆ × m). When the modulation
frequency is higher than the magnetization precessing frequency, the amplitude of
this field is significantly larger than previously predicted results. Therefore, the
spin torque on the magnetization is also largely enhanced. We also suggested the
rectification of SMF by applying a square wave voltage at resonant frequency.
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In spintronics, one of the most important subjects is the study of the manipu-
lation of spin and magnetization. A spin current can modify the dynamics of
magnetization through spin-transfer torque (STT) [12, 230, 231]; conversely the
dynamics of magnetization can in turn modify the spin dynamics and may gener-
ate a spin current through spin motive force (SMF) [232–235] and spin pumping
[42, 236, 237]. Despite the mutual connection between STT and SMF, the latter
has been shown to be inefficient in generating the spin current due to its weak
magnitude [238–240], hence the on-going research on the means of obtaining a
large SMF.
Recently, Kim et al. [241] predicted that in systems with large Rashba spin-orbit
coupling [81–85], the induced SMF is more than an order of magnitude larger
than the conventional SMF. In such systems, the Rashba-induced SMF (RSMF)
can generate large spin current, which in turn can significantly enhance the STT.
However, the requirement of the strong Rashba coupling appears to be a limitation
of the prediction in the sense that it is hard to increase the RSOC strength in order
to enhance the RSMF. Moreover, in contrast to the conventional SMF which can
be made time-independent (dc), the Rashba-induced SMF is not rectified, i.e., it
oscillates with time (ac).
In this study, we propose a method that can significantly enhance the Rashba
SOC spin-motive force, in which a strong Rashba coupling is not prerequisite.
The idea is based on the fact that the Rashba coupling can be modulated in
time [11, 73, 207, 208] by applying some AC gate voltage (ωR). In such sys-
tems, the dynamics of both spin and magnetization are controlled by either the
Rashba amplitude and/or Rashba modulation frequency. While the former is a
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material-dependent parameter limited to its reported values, the latter can be eas-
ily modified by external means. We showed that in the presence Rashba coupling
that is sinusoidally modulated, the resulting RSMF is enhanced with increasing
modulation frequency. If ωR > ω0, with ω0 being the angular frequency of the mag-
netization dynamics, the RSMF can exceed that induced by a constant Rashba
SOC [241]. Therefore, the generated spin current and the corresponding STT
can be enhanced by the time modulation of the Rashba coupling. Moreover, the
RSMF can also be rectified by applying a square-wave gate voltage, i.e., the SMF
is unidirectional, rendering it more useful for practical spintronics.
5.1 Spin motive force
The conduction electron in a magnetization texture with Rashba SOC can be




− Jex (σˆ.m) +HR (5.1)
where me is the effective mass of electron, Jex is the exchange coupling, m =
(sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) is the unit vector of the local magnetization, and HR =
(αR/~)σˆ(p× zˆ) is the Rashba Hamiltonian.
To model the effect of the precessing magnetization and the Rashba SOC on the
electron dynamics, we adopt the conventional method [233, 241], i.e., by introduc-
ing an unitary transformation U † = eiθσy/2eiφσz/2. With this transformation, the
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− Jexσz − eA′0, (5.2)
in which A′ is the vector potential and it is given by:
A′ = −i~
e
U †∇U + U †ARU, (5.3)
with AR = −(αRme)/e~(σˆ × zˆ) is the non-Abelian gauge field associated with
Rashba SOC, which is explicitly time-dependent, and
A′0 = i~/eU †∂tU. (5.4)
These gauge fields will induce an effective electric field as E = −∂tA′ −∇A′0. We
assume that the exchange coupling is very strong so that the spin tends to align
along the m′ = (0, 0, 1) in the rotated frame, along m in the lab frame. With this,
the effective electric field reads:
E↑(↓) = ± (Em + ER,0 + ER,1) , (5.5)
where the ± is corresponding to the majority (↑) and minority (↓) electrons,
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is the conventional electric field induced by the variation of the magnetization










is an extra term being dependent on the time variation of the Rashba coupling. We
see that the electric field in Eq.(5.8) can be generated in a static magnetization
pattern, and the driving force in this case is the gate-modulated Rashba SOC.
Therefore, we can electrically control the generation of the total SMF via an
applied gate voltage.
Consider a magnetization profile m = (sin θr cosω0t, sin θr sinω0t, cos θr), where
the spatial-dependence is implied by θr so that ∇θr ∝ 1/L, with L being the
characteristic length of the magnetic structure [241], e.g., the domain wall width.
This magnetization configuration can be made by assuming that the domain wall
(DM) precesses periodically between the Bloch-like DW and Neel-like DW (see












α˙R sin θr(sinω0t,− cosω0t, 0). (5.11)
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Figure 5.1: The oscillation of the domain wall (DW): the DW is assumed to
precess periodically between Block-like DW and Neel-like DW at frequency ω0.
It is obvious that, the effective in Eq.(5.9) is independent of time, meanwhile, for
a constant Rashba coupling, the field in Eq.(5.10) oscillates with time. However,
since these electric field components depend on both magnetization profile and the
Rashba dynamics, we may rectify and enhance the spin motive force by introducing
a suitable AC gate modulation of the Rashba coupling. In following, we will show
that by appropriate modulating the Rashba coupling, the electric field induced by
RSOC can be significantly enhanced and rectified.
5.2 Enhancement of SMF
Consider a sinusoidal modulated Rashba coupling αR(t) = α0 cos(ωRt). In this
case, the order of magnitude of the above electric field components are evalu-





e~ ω0 sin θr, E
R,1 = α0
me
e~ ωR sin θr. The
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ratio ER,0/Em = α0meL/~2 shows that one can enahce the SMF in the presence
of strong Rashba coupling of α > ~2/meL. [241] On the other hand, the ra-
tio ER,1/ER,0 = ωR/ω0 suggests that the additional SMF component due to the
time-modulation of the Rashba coupling can have a comparable or larger mag-
nitude if the Rashba modulation ωR ≥ ω0. Thus, with time-mdoulation of the
Rashba coupling, i) one obtains an additional component to enhance the SMF;
ii) this enhancement is no longer just restricted by the requirement of strong
Rashba coupling; and iii) the frequency of modulation ωR provides another exter-
nal parameter to control the size of the SMF. For example, in systems with large
Rashba coupling such as Pt/Co/AlOx with αR = 10
−10eV.m [83], and L = 20nm,
ω0 = 2pi× 100MHz, the conventional SMF signal is about V (Em) ≈ 0.4µV, mean-
while the RSOC SMF signal is V (ER,0) ≈ 10µV, which is about 30 times larger
than the former. However, as the Rashba coupling is modulated at frequency
ωR = 2pi × GHz, the new SMF signal can be upto V (ER,1) ≈ 100µV. We shall
now discuss the rectification of the RSMF signal which would render it more useful
for practical spintronic applications.
5.3 Rectification of SMF
In the previous section, we showed that the introduction of Rashba SOC can induce
a large SMF. However, the Rashba-induced SMF generally oscillates with time,
and so averages to zero over time. Here, we will show that, by applying a square-
wave gate voltage, one can rectify one of the Rashba-induced SMF components.
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Figure 5.2: The rectification of the Rashba spin-orbit SMF by applying a
square wave gate voltage at resonant frequency ωR = ω0. Here, V0 =
meL
e~ α0ω0
is the amplitude of the SMF, where L is the domain wall width.
Let us suppose the Rashba coupling is modulated as αR(t) = α0f(t), with f(t) =
sign(sinωRt) representing a square wave function [see Fig.5.2]. In this case, E
R,1 =
0 since α˙R = 0. On the other hand, by choosing ωR = ω0, the sign of α vary in
step with the magnetization orientation, yielding ER,0 with a constant sign. In





The above electric field and the corresponding SMF is unidirectional, although
its value changes with time (pulsating) [see Fig. 5.2]. Similarly, we can rectify
the SMF component in the x-direction by applying a pi/2 phase shift to the gate
voltage, i.e., αR(t)→ αR(t+ pi/2ω).
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5.4 Spin current-induced spin torque
We have derived the effective electric fields generated by the dynamics of either
the magnetization or the electron spin. These electric field can drive a spin current
that in turn modifies the dynamics of the magnetization through the spin-transfer











where G↑(↓) is the longitudinal electrical conductivity of majority (minority) elec-
trons, G0 = G
↑+G↓ is the total charge conductivity . Explicitly, the spin currents













∂tαR (m× zˆ)i. (5.16)
In the absence of spin relaxation, the spin current induces a torque on the mag-
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where ns is the spin density of the conduction electrons and Ms is the saturation
magnetization. In the above, the total spin current can include externally supplied
sources and SMF induced sources. In our case, to examine the feedback effect
by SMF, we assume that there is no externally supplied spin current, i.e., Js is
induced internally by m. Recall that in the adiabatic limit the spin is alighned
along the magnetization, i.e., σˆ = m, hence, the spin density ns is also parallel
to m. Therefore, the first term in Eq.(5.17), ∂tns ∝ m × ns, can be neglected.
The divergence of the spin current in Eq.(5.17) can be decomposed as ∂i(Js,im) ∝
(∂iJs,i)m + Js,i∂im, where the first term will give rise to a parallel torque which
is not interesting as it does not contribute to magnetization switching. Therefore,




(Js · ∇)m. (5.18)
Besides the adiabatic torque discussed above, in spin-orbit coupling systems, we
must take into account the field-like spin torque contribution [82, 242–244], which
does not involve the spin transfer mechanism and just depends on the intrinsic





αRm× (zˆ × Js), (5.19)
in which P is the spin polarization.
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= −γm×Heff + γGm× ∂m
∂t
+ T(Js), (5.20)
where the second term indicates the damping torque that includes all contributions
other than the SMF contribution, with γG being the intrinsic Gilbert damping
constant.
As an example, we first consider the spin torque due to the spin current generated
by the conventional spin motive force given by Eq.(5.14). Substituting spin current
expression (5.14) into Eq.(5.17) or(5.18), the spin torque reads as





[(∂tm× ∂im) .m] ∂im (5.21)
To express the above torque in the conventional form, i.e., T (Js) ∝ m ×H, we
can use the identity ∂im=−m× (m× ∂im). With this, Eq.(5.22) becomes
T (Jms ) = m× η
∑
i
(m× ∂im) ((∂tm× ∂im) .m),
(5.22)
with η = ~gµBG0
4e2Ms
. After some straightforward rearrangement, we have:
T (Jms ) = m×D∂tm, (5.23)
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with Xiu = (m× ∂im)u. Eqs. (5.23) and (5.24) are consistent with the results of
Ref.[234] which considered the SMF in the absence of the spin-orbit coupling.











(Xiu − AR3iu)(Xiv −BR3iv), (5.26)
where AR = 4PαRme/~2 and BR = 2αRme/~2. In the above, AR denotes the field-
like torque of Eq.(5.19), while BR is related to the Rashba-induced SMF driven
spin current JR,0s . Thus, there are three different torque contributions arising from
the Rashba SOC, namely: i) damping torque driven by Jms , ii) Rashba field-like
torque driven by Jm, and iii) Rashba field-like torque driven by JR0. The first two
are linearly proportional to αR, while the third varies as α
2
R.
As the Rashba coupling becomes time-dependent, there is an additional SMF-
induced spin current given in Eq.(5.16). By substituting Eq.(5.16) into Eq.(5.18)









(Xiu − AR3iu) 3ivmv. (5.27)
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We see that in contrast to the damping torque induced by the conventional SMF
and static RSOC SMF, which is described by the damping tensor in Eq.(5.26), the
torque induced by the time-dependent Rashba SOC is anti-damping [245], and it
is able to continuously drive the precession of the magnetization [246]. However, it
is dependent on the relative magnitude of all the contributions to the total torque
that lead to the damping or precession.
For a sinusoidally modulated Rashba coupling, the relative magnitudes of the
damping torque and the anti-damping torque are











This ratio shows that the magnetization will be likely damped if the Rashba mod-
ulation frequency is smaller than the frequency of itself. Otherwise, as the Rashba
frequency exceeds the magnetization frequency, the precession will dominate the
damping.
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5.5 Summary
In summary, we suggested that the spin-motive force in magnetization systems
with Rashba SOC can be enhanced and rectified by applying an AC gate voltage
to modulate the Rashba coupling. The amplitude of the SMF increases as the
frequency of the sinusoidal gate voltage increases, and it can be much larger than
the conventional (static) RSOC-induced SMF if the modulation frequency exceeds
the precession frequency of the magnetization. Moreover, the AC spin-motive force
can be rectified by applying a square-wave gate voltage at the resonant frequency.
We also calculated the spin current induced by the SMF and the associated spin
torque. We showed that by changing the modulation frequency, we can make the
spin torque to be damping or anti-damping.
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Spin force and spin Hall effect in
spintronics
Abstract-We investigate the spin Hall effect (SHE) in a wide class of spin-orbit cou-
pling systems by using spin force picture. We derive the general relation equation
between spin force and spin current and show that the longitudinal force component
can induce a spin Hall current, from which we reproduce the spin Hall conductivity
obtained previously using Kubo’s formula. This simple spin force picture gives a
clear and intuitive explanation for SHE.
6.1 Introduction
Spin Hall effect (SHE) refers to the phenomenon in which a transverse pure spin
current is induced in response to a longitudinal applied electric field [37, 38]. The
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generation of spin Hall current is associated with spin separation in the trans-
verse direction, which had been explained in many previous studies [39, 40, 118].
Sinova et al. derived a momentum-dependent spin polarization [40], in which elec-
trons moving in the opposite transverse (±y)direction in a Rashba system acquire
opposite spin polarization, resulting in spin separation and SHE. On the other
hand, Murakami et al. studied the effect in p-doped semiconductors [39], where
the separation of electron spins is a result of an anomalous spin-dependent ve-
locity. These two mechanisms were then brought under a unified framework by
Fujita et al. invoking the gauge field in time space [118]. In another work by Shen
[205], a heuristic picture of spin separation is given in terms of the spin force.
In this picture, electrons traveling in a 2DEG Rashba system under the influence
of a spin-orbit coupling (SOC) effect experience a transverse spin force, which
induces separation of spin. However, the spin separation due to transverse spin
force was employed to describe the Zitterbewegung (jitter) motion of electrons,
but not the SHE. A similar approach was previously developed to show the link
between the spin force and spin Hall current in linear Rashba and/or Dresselhaus
systems [163, 209, 210]. However, the spin Hall conductivity was not derived. In
addition, an extension of the Drude model was presented [155, 156] to describe
SHE, in which the spin Hall conductivity is obtained in the presence of scattering.
Experimentally, the spin Hall conductivity or the spin Hall angle (the ratio of
the spin Hall current to the injected charge current) can be measured either via
non-local electrical spin injection [247, 248], spin pumping [150, 249], spin Hall
magnetoresistance [250, 251] or by ferromagnetic resonance [252, 253].
Earlier in Chapter 4, we have also applied the spin force picture to study the SHE
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in Rashba-Dresselhaus system [212] using non-Abelian gauge field and shown that
the longitudinal spin force can induce a transverse spin Hall current, from which we
directly recovered the universal spin Hall conductivities. This picture is consistent
with others [39, 40, 118, 137], which assigned the underlying mechanism of the
SHE to the spin precession of electrons under acceleration.
In this Chapter, we generalize this spin force picture of the SHE for a general
SOC system, including the cubic-Dresselhaus [66], and heavy hole system based
on III-V semiconductor quantum wells [109]. It may also be extended to other
systems governed by the same class of Hamiltonian involving the coupling between
momentum and a spin-like degree of freedom, such as the graphene systems [254].
We derived the relation between the spin force and spin current, and showed that
the longitudinal force component is responsible for the SHC. From this general
relation, we recover the spin Hall conductivities obtained previously using Kubo’s
formula for various types of spin-orbit couplings. The spin force framework not
only presents a unified picture of SHE in a wide class of SOC systems, but also
gives an intuitive picture of its underlying mechanism, which is not obvious from
the linear response or Kubo’s theory.
6.2 Quantum spin force equation




+ B (p) .σˆ + V (r) , (6.1)
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where m is the effective mass, B (p)is the momentum-dependent effective magnetic
field, which arises from the SOC effect, and V (r) = eE.r with E being the applied


















respectively, where Θ and Φ are the spherical polar angles of the vector B(p) in
k-space.
The dynamics of an electron in this system is described by equations of motion in
the Heisenberg picture:









[H,p] = eE, (6.6)
where in eq. (6.5), we have made use of r = i~∇p. Likewise, the spin dynamics









(B× σˆ) . (6.7)
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The force acting on the electron can then be derived by taking the time-derivative
of eq. (6.5), and using the results of eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) for the time derivatives
















In the above, we assume that repeated indices are summed up, and 〈...〉 denotes
taking expectation value in the spin space.
We note that, in the presence of an applied electric field, the linear response of
the spin polarization can be written as
〈σi〉 = 〈σ0i 〉+ 〈σ1i 〉, (6.10)
where σ0i is the solution of equation (6.7) in the absence of electric field, and
〈σ1i 〉 = AijEj is the linear correction due to the electric field. It is obvious that
the spin will alight along the effective SOC field when the electric field is absent,
i.e., 〈σ0i 〉 = ±Bi/|B|. To fulfill the normalization of the total spin polarization in
eq. (6.10), i.e., 〈σi〉2 = 1, we must have
〈σ1i 〉〈σ0i 〉 = ±〈σ1i 〉
Bi
|B| = 0, (6.11)
which means that the electric field induces a spin correction that is perpendicular
to the effective SOC field.
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With these, the force equation (6.8) can be rewritten as follow
〈Fi〉 = eEi +mU0ij〈σ1j 〉+mU1ij〈σ0j 〉, (6.12)
in which the higher order term in electric field is ignored, and
U0ij〈σ0j 〉 = jklBlBj
(∇piBk)
|B| = 0
since jkl is assymetric while BjBl is symmetric in exchanging (j, l).
6.3 Classical spin force equation
Although in quantum mechanics, the force concept is not well-defined as a con-
sequence of the uncertainty principle, we can still establish a connection between
the expectation value of the force operator and the well-defined classical force.
While the former is derived from the Heisenberg’s equation of motion, the lat-
ter can be obtained from the energy of a physical system by applying Hamilton’s
equations. Indeed, if a physical system has energy  (p, r), which is a function
of position and conjugate momentum, its dynamics can be described by the cou-
pled equations r˙ = ∇p and p˙ = −∇r. Then, the classical force acting on
the system is given by Fcl = mr¨ = m(p˙∇p)∇p. We now relate this classical
force to the expectation value of the force operator 〈F〉 of a quantum system,
i.e., 〈F〉 ψp,n = Fcl = m(eE∇p)∇pn, with n denoting the eigen-state index (we
assume that the quantum system can exist in n different eigen-states). Strictly,
this is a semi-classical treatment where the classical Hamiltonian is replaced by
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the eigenenergies of the quantum system. In the following we show the validity of




The expectation value of the force operator in a given quantum state ψn is given

























where in the last line we have used the fact that 2Re〈ψn|∂piψn〉 = ∂pi(〈ψn|ψn〉) = 0.
Therefore, the classical derivation of force is actually equivalent to taking the
expectation value of the force operator.
In our present case, by considering the eigen-energies in eq. (6.2), the spin force is
readily obtained as:




with n = ± being the eigen-branch index. In the above equation, the second
term on the right hand side is odd either in pi or pj if i 6= j, and it is even when
j = i; this means that upon averaging the above force equation over the Fermi
sphere, only terms with j = i would contribute to the total force. Therefore, if the
electric field is applied just along the longitudinal x-direction, there exists only a
net longitudinal force in the system. Interestingly, we can express the above force
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as











which bears a similarity to the spin force in eq. 6.12.
We note here that in the absence of impurity scattering, the mixture of states with
different momenta can be neglected [137, 255], and the distribution function for




n(k)/∂pi)eEit [137, 255], where f
0
n is
the Fermi function corresponding to nth eigen-branch. The second term in the
above equation represents a linear correction due to the applied electric field. In
general, the expectation value of an operator is given by 〈Oˆ〉 = ∑n fn〈ψn|Oˆ|ψn〉.
However, for an operator that is linearly dependent on the applied electric field,
e.g., the spin force or the spin polarization in our study, the distribution function
in the above expectation value can be replaced by the Fermi function, i.e., 〈Oˆ〉 =∑
n f
0
n〈ψn|Oˆ|ψn〉, up to the first order in the electric field. For simplicity, we will
consider this case in the rest of the Chapter.
Eqs. (6.12) and (6.14) relate the spin polarization to the force (electric field)
driving the electric current, and thus enables us to quantify other spin-dependent
transport effects, e.g. spin Hall effect, or spin separation, in terms of the spin
force. In the following part, we will show that in general, the spin Hall current can
be regarded as being induced by the spin force. For any general SOC system, we
can thus derive spin Hall current and the associated spin Hall conductivity, once
we have obtained the expression of spin force.
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6.4 Spin current operator
By definition, the spin current operator is jij =
s
2
〈{σi, vj}〉 where {A,B} denotes
the anti-commutation relation, s is the spin of carriers (with s = ~
2
for electron,
and s = 3~
2
for heavy hole in a Luttinger system). With the velocity operator








In the above, the first term depends on spin polarization which is induced by
applied electric field, the second term represents the spin current in equilibrium
state, i.e., in the absence of E field, while the last term relates to the variation
of effective field in k-space. In our study, we focus on the spin Hall current





The total spin Hall current J ij can be obtained by integrating the above expression
over the momentum space. In the framework of linear response theory, the spin
Hall current in semiconductors with SOC exhibits the general response of [39, 40]
J ij = σsHijkEk, (6.18)
where σsH is the spin Hall conductivity. Thus, if an electric field is applied along
one of the axes, e.g., the x-direction, there would be two non-zero transverse spin
current components jzy and j
y
z , which would in turn induce spin accumulation σ
z
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and σy, respectively, and that jyz = −jzy . Moreover, there is only longitudinal spin
force (along x−direction) acting on electron as discussed above. From now on,
we will just consider this case for simplicity. With eqs.(6.12), (6.17) and (6.18),
we can establish the relation between the longitudinal spin force acting on the
electron and the resulting transverse spin current.
From eq. (6.11), we have following identity: 〈σ1x〉 = −(By〈σ1y〉 + Bz〈σ1z〉)/Bx.
With this, the longitudinal component of the spin force (without the eEx term)




















where the spin polarizations have been replaced by the corresponding spin currents
in eq. (6.17). From eq. (6.19), it can clearly be seen that the longitudinal spin
force induces transverse Hall currents (fig. 6.1).By comparing the above spin force
relations with the classical analogue [eqs. (6.14) or (6.15)], we can thus obtain the
explicit expression for the spin Hall current, as well as the spin Hall conductivity.
Indeed, we can rewrite the force in eq. (6.15) as:
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in which we have used the relation U0ijBj/|B| = 0. By substituting above force
expression into eq. (6.19), the spin Hall current components are readily obtained
as follows:










If the electron motion is confined to a 2D plane (x− y plane), we have Bz(k) = 0,
and U0xy = 0 following eq. (6.9). This means that the transverse spin Hall current
in 2D system is given by eq. (6.22).
Eqs. (6.19), (6.21), and (6.22) are our main results. By deriving the spin force
in Heisenberg picture and its classical counterpart using Hamilton’s equations, we
have explicitly obtained the transverse spin Hall currents. In the next section, we
will apply our analysis to describe the SHE in a wide class of SOC systems.
6.5 Results and discussions
In the context of the classical charge Hall effect, the basic physical quantity under-
lying the Hall effect is the Lorentz force. In steady state, the transverse component
of the Lorentz force vanishes, resulting in a steady transverse Hall current. There-
fore, an intuitive picture of the Hall effect can be provided by a set of mutually
perpendicular quantities {Fx, jey, Bz} [see Fig. 6.1(a)]. In a two-dimensional system
where electrons are accelerated (Fx) by an applied electric field in the presence of
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an out-of-plane magnetic field (Bz), there is a (Hall) current flowing in the trans-
verse direction (jey). In the same spirit, we can represent the spin Hall effect by
considering a similar set of quantities, i.e., {Fx, jzy , σz} [Fig. 6.1(b)], in which the
spin-orbit coupling takes the role of the vertical magnetic field, inducing spin po-
larization (σz). When an electron is accelerated by an applied electric field (Ex or
Fx) in the presence of spin-orbit coupling (which induces σz), a spin Hall current
would be generated in the transverse direction (jzy). In 3D systems, there is an
additional spin Hall current component corresponding to spin in y−direction, i.e.,
jyz . The correlation between the set of quantities in this case is given by eq. (6.19).
Therefore, the spin force picture can provide an intuitive description of spin Hall
effect, analogous to the well-known Hall effect. More significantly, we can also
directly obtain the explicit expression of spin Hall current (and hence spin Hall
conductivity) from the spin force equation, which is applicable for a general class
of spin-orbit coupling systems (eqs.(6.21) and (6.22)). This explicit derivation was
absent in previous works [163, 209, 210].
We will now illustrate the utility of the spin force picture in evaluating the spin
Hall current in exemplary 2D and 3D SOC systems, the corresponding Hamilto-
nian of which is listed in table 6.1, together with their respective effective magnetic
fields B(p). For each system, we will consider the spin force equation [eq. (6.19)],
and evaluate the Uij matrix based on eq. (6.9). Next, we calculate the classical
force based on its expectation value when the electron is in the eigenstate ψp,n
[eq. (6.14)]. By equating the classical and quantum mechanical spin force expres-
sion, we obtain the expression for the spin current for the state ψp,n corresponding
to the n-th eigen-branch and momentum. Finally, the total spin current of the
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Figure 6.1: (a) Hall effect is described by the mutual existence of longitudinal
force (Ex or Fx), vertical magnetic field (Bz) and transverse Hall current (jy)
. (b) Spin Hall effect is similarly described by {Fx, jzy , σz}, i.e., the correlation
between longitudinal spin force, vertical spin polarization, and spin Hall cur-
rent. In a 3D system, there are two spin Hall current components jzy and j
y
z
corresponding to the spin polarizations in y− and z−direction, respectively.
system is obtained by summing over the momentum space and eigen-branches of
the system.
a) Linear Rashba-Dresselhaus system
We consider the linear Rashba-Dresselhaus Hamiltonian, which is applicable to
two-dimensional systems lacking inversion symmetry. From eq. (6.19), the equa-
tion relating the spin force to the spin current in this system is readily found to
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Meanwhile, considering eq. (6.14), the classical force corresponding to eigen-statesψp,±is
〈Fx〉 ψp,± = ±
meEx
(
α2 − β2)2 sin θ2
p
(
α2 + β2 + 2αβ sin 2θ
)3/2 (6.24)
for the ± eigen-branches. It is obvious that the spin force in both eqs.(6.23) and
(6.24) will vanish if α = ±β. For the case of α 6= ±β, by equating (6.23) and (6.24),
integrating over p and summing over the contribution of the two eigen-branches,
the spin current is readily shown to be
Jzy (sH) =






a result which is consistent with previous calculations based on Kubo’s linear
response theory [40, 119].
It is instructive at this point to note that for the linear Rashba-Dresselhaus system,
the quantum spin force operator in eq. (6.19), obtained from the general form of
eq. (6.18), can be couched in terms of the Lorentz force in the non-Abelian gauge
formalism. This may be seen by rewriting the Rashba-Dresselhaus Hamiltonian
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where the non-Abelian gauge field is
A = (Ax,Ay, 0) = m
e
(−ασy + βσx, ασx − βσy, 0) . (6.27)
Then, the effective Yang-Mills magnetic field associated with this gauge is given
by

















(v × zˆ)σz. (6.29)
Considering the expression for the spin current operator in eq. (6.16), the above







which is consistent with eq. (6.23). In general, the above force equations can be
generalized in the framework of SU(2)×U(1) gauge theory to include non-uniform
spin-orbit couplings and strain field effect [163].
b) Heavy-hole quantum-well system
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Table 6.1: Various SOC systems and their corresponding Hamiltonian and
effective SOC field. Here, k± = kx± iky, σ± = σx± iσy, and c.p. denotes cyclic
permutation of {x, y, z}.












p2/2m+ iλ/2(k3−σ+ − k3+σ−) λ





y − k2z)σx + c.p.] η






For a heavy hole in the quantum well, the spin of carriers is s = 3~/2, so that the







4 cos 2θ, (6.31)
in which the magnitude of the SOC field is |B| = λp3~3 , which also yields the classical
force
〈Fx〉 ψp,± = ±
3mλpeEx
2~3
(3 + cos 2θ). (6.32)





which is summed over momentum space and two branches to give a total value:
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This result is consistent with previous findings obtained via the Kubo formula
[168].
c) Cubic k3-Dresselhaus
In k3- Dresselhaus system, the Hamiltonian is invariant under all operations of
the point symmetry group Td [67]. In this case, there are two spin Hall current
components jzy and j
y
z given in eqs.(6.21) and (6.22). However, they can be ex-
changed under one of the Td operations. In view of this, we define a chiral spin
current about x−axes, jchir,x = (jzy − jyz )/2 [219], which is invariant under the




















Using the inter-band relation with small spin-split (p+ − p−) = −2m|B|/pF , with
pF = (p+ + p−)/2 is the average Fermi momentum, the above SHC is simplified to






which recovers previous results [256].
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6.6 Summary
In summary, we have described the spin Hall effect in various semiconductor SOC
systems by invoking the spin force picture, both in the quantum mechanical and
classical sense. The former relates the longitudinal force to a transverse spin
current carrying a perpendicular spin polarization via the Heisenberg’s equation
of motion. For the specific case of linear Rashba-Dresselhaus system, the spin force
can be related to the Lorentz-like force arising from a non-Abelian (Yang-Mills)
field. The classical spin force equation then enables an explicit evaluation of the
transverse spin current and hence the spin Hall conductivity. The calculated spin
Hall conductivities are consistent with those obtained via other methods.
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7.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we examined several important aspects of semiconductor spin-
tronics including spin current generation, spin manipulation and spin dependent
transport. In the study on spin current generation, we investigated the possibil-
ity of generating a sustainable spin current by utilizing time-dependent Rashba-
Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling (SOC), in which the Rashba coupling is modulated
by an AC gate voltage. By using non-Abelian gauge formalism, we derived the
Yang-Mills fields that drive the dynamics of electron in the system. It has been
showed that the spin current is still retained under the large disorder effects, and
its amplitude can be controlled by the modulation frequency. In contrast to the
spin Hall current, which is suppressed in largely disordered system, our scheme is
a new method to obtain robust spin current. In another study concerning time-
dependent spin-orbit coupling, we investigated the spin pumping by all-electrical
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means. By using time-dependent perturbation theory, we derived the pumped
current in the system without applying DC bias. We showed that the pumped
spin current is polarized either in-plane direction or out-of-plane direction. More-
over, the amplitude is also controlled by pumping parameters such as modulation
frequency, ratio of Rashba and Dresselhaus couplings. We also found that the
amplitude is maximum at Larmor’s frequency of electron, and it vanishes if the
Dresselhaus SOC is absent. In conventional spin pumping, a precessing magneti-
zation is utilized, and the damping is not always avoidable. In contrast, our spin
pumping scheme is all-electrical and just depends on the parameters of the gate
voltage, so that it is more stable.
We have also analysed Zitterbewegung(ZB) effect in a Rashba spin-orbit system
under the application of an AC gate voltage to modulate the Rashba coupling
strength α. We showed that the oscillatory ZB motion can be made to persist
in the presence of the AC modulation, and in the limit of high modulation fre-
quency ω, the electrons undergo regular ZB oscillations at twice the modulation
frequency. However, in the high frequency regime, the amplitude of ZB oscillation
also decreases asymptotically as 1
ω2
. These trends may also be explained by re-
course to the spin force picture. Hence, by choosing the appropriate modulation
frequency, we can induce a regular and persistent ZB dynamics, with sufficiently
large amplitude. AC modulation of α at the optimal frequency may be utilized to
induce experimentally measurable ZB motion, which has thus far proved elusive
in a condensed matter system.
In another context, we suggested that the spin-motive force in magnetization sys-
tems with Rashba SOC can be enhanced and rectified by applying an AC gate
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voltage to modulate the Rashba coupling. The amplitude of the SMF is propor-
tional to the frequency of the sinusoidal gate voltage, and it can be much larger
than the conventional (static) RSOC-induced SMF if the modulation frequency
exceeds the precession frequency of the magnetization. Moreover, the AC spin-
motive force can be rectified by applying a square-wave gate voltage at the resonant
frequency. We also calculated the spin current induced by the SMF and the as-
sociated spin torque. We showed that by changing the modulation frequency, we
can make the spin torque to be either of the damping or anti-damping type.
Finally, we presented a unified description of spin Hall effects (SHE) in several spin-
orbit coupling systems, such as 2-dimentional gas, 3D Dresselhaus. By introducing
spin force picture, we showed that the spin Hall effects in such systems can be
described and explained by a unified equation, that links spin Hall current and
longitudinal spin force. This spin force picture is in agreement with previous
studies, in which anomalous velocity or momentum-dependent spin polarization
were introduced. Moreover, we also derived the spin Hall conductivities that are
consistent with the results obtained by using Kubo’s formula. Our picture of SHE
is new in the sense that the description of mechanism and the qualification of spin
conductivity are directly related.
7.2 Future works
Although we have addressed the gaps that were found in the semiconductor-based
spintronics, specifically in SOC systems, we need to explore further to have a
complete understanding. We will list some aspects that we have not fully solved
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or some new issues that we have found during the research progress. They are as
follows:
a. In the study of spin Hall effect (SHE), the spin-force picture can be used to well
explain and quantify the SHE in some linear spin-orbit coupling(SOC) systems.
However, it is not applied to the non-linear SOC system such as Luttinger and
some other linear SOC as in graphene, optical systems. Therefore, in the future,
we will utilize the spin force picture to study the SHE in a wider type of spin-orbit
systems as mentioned above. Besides, recently, LAO/STO systems [257, 258] are
also notable because they have high concentration, high electron mobility, which
are very useful in generation of large spin current. Therefore, this is also another
interesting system for future study.
c. In literature, there are some works on SHE in which both intrinsic and extrinsic
mechanisms are present. In clean limit or in weakly disordered limit, i.e., ∆ERτ <
10−1 with ∆ER being the Rashba spin-splitting, τ being the scattering time, the
intrinsic SHE is shown to dominate. In contrast, the extrinsic SHE dominates in
“dirty” limit where ∆ERτ > 1. In the crossover region, 10
−1 < ∆ERτ < 1, both
extrinsic and intrinsic SHEs contribute to the total SHE and they have nearly the
same order of magnitudes [259].
In this thesis, we studied SHE in framework of spin force picture, which can be
applied for a wide class of intrinsic spin-orbit couplings systems. If the extrinsic
SOC is taken into account, it can be included in the spin force equation.
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+ λ [∇V × σ] p+eV (r) ,
where V (r)is electrical potential due to external electric field and impurity scatter-




where the non-Abelian gauge field A = 2mλ
e
[∇V × σ]. Now, effective magnetic
field induced by the gauge field is formally given by B = ∇ × A − ie~ [A × A],
from which we obtain the spin force equation asF=e (∇V + v ×B), where vis the
velocity. Explicitly,
F=−mλv × [∇× (σ ×∇V )] + 4m
2λ2
~2
(v ×∇V ) (∇V.σ)− e∇V,
which comprises of contributions from extrinsic and intrinsic SOCs. A similar
equation can be found in Ref.[155]. We see that the force is opposite for opposite
spins, implying a spin separation in the system. In turn, this spin separation
may be responsible for the SHE in both extrinsic and in cases. In the absence of
the impurity scattering potential, the first term vanishes and we recover the force
equation obtain in the Thesis, and we can also calculate the spin Hall conductivity
by the method we proposed. However, in the presence of the impurity potential, it
would be quite complicated to derive the spin Hall conductivity with our method.
Therefore, this issue is out of our reach at present and it would be in our future
work.
c. We have noticed a recent progress on study of persistent spin helix (PSH), in
which an equal Rashba and Dresselhaus spin-orbit couplings are presented in the
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system. However, the PSH will vanish if a magnetic field is introduced. Here, we
suggest that one may use a spatially-dependent magnetic field to recover the PSH.
d. Another interesting aspect in the study of spin current generation is the con-
ventional spin pumping with precessing magnetization. Until now, the mechanism
behind spin pumping can only be explained in a classical way. Moreover, the
contribution of spin-orbit coupling in spin pumping is still unclear, quantum me-
chanically. As the spin-force picture can be used to explain the spin Hall effect
and phenomena in the time-dependent SOC system, we suggest that one can also




Under the operation of the transformation U = e−iφσz/2e−iθσy/2, for an arbitrary
vector a, the vector in the rotational frame a′ is given by:
U †(σˆ.a)U = σˆ.USO(3)a = σˆ.a′, (A.1)
where USO(3) the 3D rotation matrix and it is
USO(3) =

cos θ sinφ cos θ sin θ − sin θ
− sinφ cosφ 0
sin θ cosφ sin θ sin θ cos θ
 . (A.2)
With this, the exchange term in Eq.(5.1) is explicitly transformed as
U †(Jexσˆ.m)U = Jexσˆ.m′ = Jexσz, (A.3)
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where m′ = (0, 0, 1).
Derivation of the effective field in Eq.(5.6) from the gauge field:
Recall that the gauge fields arisen from the gauge transformation in the absence
of the spin-orbit coupling are given by A′ = − i~
e
U †∇U , A′0 = i~/eU †∂tU . The
effective field is Em = −∂tA′ −∇A′0. Explicitly,






























i σλ, where E
λ
i = 1/2Tr[Ei.σλ].





cos θ(∂tθ∇iφ− ∂tφ∇iθ), (A.5)




sin θ(∂tθ∇iφ− ∂tφ∇iθ). (A.7)
In the adiabatic limit, the spin aligns along the z−direction in the rotating frame,i.e.,





sin θ(∂tθ∇iφ− ∂tφ∇iθ), (A.8)
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where the (±) are for upper and lower bands, respectively. Notice that m(∂tm×
∇im) = sin θ(∂tθ∇iφ− ∂tφ∇iθ), the above field is rewritten in following compact
form:
Ei = ± ~
2e
m(∂m ×∇im). (A.9)
Derivation of the effective fields in Eqs.(5.7) and (5.8) from the gauge field:
The contribution of SOC to the gauge field is A′ = (αRme)/e~U †(σˆ × zˆ)U . The
transformation rotates spin to align along z-direction, i.e., A′ = ±(αRme)/e~(m×
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